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&Paratrooper, 20, Is Area's 88th War Victim
15 Girls Are Seeking Teenager Saw History
Social Belle' Title Unfolding In Cleveland

Dan Allen Is Killed
By Shell Fragments

An unusual thrill-of-a-lifetime
Funeral services for Sgt. principal, Louis B. Hobson,
experience was described in a
The
clilocal
will
NAACP
contest
is
Mrs.
Norma
Griffin,
;
544410.
Dan A. Allen III, the 88th hangs in the living room of
max its annual Miss Social and Mrs. Gloria Vinson is is letter to her parents by a
military man in Shelby County his parent's home.
young Memphis teenager last
Belle contest on the night of charge of the ball.
Ilg111)444411
to die in the Vietnam War, During
his senior
year,
Dec. 1 with a colorful Corona- Young ladies competing for week.
oolli1411-0•141
will be held on Sunday after- the soldier was a lieutenant in
tion Ball at the Chisca Plaza. the title are Edna Atkins of She is Miss Barbara Anne
noon at the Keel Avenue the National Defense Cadet
$0411***0411
The affair is scheduled to Hamilton, Patricia Ann Clark Nabrit, 17-year-old daughter of
*11'94i10401,11110
Baptist church.
Corps.
of Lester, Deborah Ann Cooper Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Nabrit,
start at 9.
• 94$144sil1iellet1te5
The body of the 20-year- His letters home, his wife,
vo ly,,N It"
Fifteen young ladies are com- of Washington, Linda C. Har- 807 McLemore Avenue.
old soldier arrived in Mem- said, were written from such
to0)11.1'
peting for the title and seeking rell of Manassas, Bridgette Rev. Nabrit is pastor of
414‘.1-41" *IPA
xtIll 11-114phis on Monday of this week„ places as Dak To, scene of
financial support of Mem- Jones of Hamilton, Saanon Fist Baptist Church Lauderdale
one week after he had been recent heavy fighting, and
.Ntf
t4it 4,1;;st
phians. All money cleared in Lynn
Jones
Hamilton and Mrs. Nabrit is head Ii
of
reported missing. His family his final ones from Tuy Ho.
the contest will help the VickiAnita Knight of Melrose,tbrariao at Booker T. Washingwas told last Thursday that According
to
Army
the
with a coronation ball at NAACP continue its struggle for Elizabeth Marzett of Washing-itea High School.
'TRIO OF SOCIAL BELLES
he had been killed.
the
soldier
killed
was
on
equality.
Beatrice
Lisa
to
ton,
Left
Massey
her
In
Plaza.
ietter Miss Nabrit
,--These charming young
the Chisca
A 1965 graduate of Manassas1 Sunday, Nov. 12, from shell
The contestants staged a of Hamilton, Jessie Mosley of described her experiences in
right: Helen Simpson of
ladies are among the 15
Iligh school, he was the fragments while serving with
Washington High, Deborah platter party Tuesday night of Melrose, Debra Simpson of the headquarters of the newly
contestants competing for
of Mrs. Georgia Allen Company D of the 173rd Airhusband
Hippodrome
this
the
at
Helen
week
of
Hamilton,
Simpson
Washington
ADO Cooper Of
elected mayor of Cleveland,
the title of Miss Social
BARBARA NABRIT
of 733 N. Montgomery and the borne Brigade.
and Elizabeth Marzett, also as a means of giving the con- Washington, Eloise J. Smith Ohio, Carl Stokes.
'Sae, an annual affair
of Melrose, Wanda G. Williams Young Miss Nabrit, along more details when she comes son of Mr. and Mrs. Dan S. The victim's father is emtest a boost.
of Washington.
by the NAACP.
is
North Side and Charlotte with three other girls from home for the holidays later Allen, Jr., of 784 N. Mont- ployed by the Memphis Public
of
chairman
Mrs.
General
est climaxed Dec. i
di
vra
gomery.
Works department.
Lois Tarpley. Chairman of the Jean Woodruff of Carver.
Ithe exclusive Emma Willard this year.
School for Girls, of Troy, N.Y., Miss Nabrit is a product of
were sent by her school to the Memphis City Schools,
Cleveland to get first hand having attended Georgia Avereports on the significant cam- nue Elementary School and
paign of a Negro running for Porter Junior High School.
the mayorship of America's Her paternal grandparent
were the late Dr. and Mr,
eighth largest city.
A senior at Emma Willard J. M. Nabrit Sr., formerly of
The $776.50 reported last $212.50; Dunn, $15, and Leath, Schoo) and associated with the Atlanta, Ga. Doctor Nabrit
Senior preceded his son as the
week pushed the two-week- ;64. (Some of these are partial school's newspaper staff, Miss
pastor of First Baptist Church
make
reports.)
to
selected
was
Nabrit
old United Negro College Fund
materna1
Her
Lauderdale.
reShe
Cleveland.
to
trip
the
the $6,000
campaign over
Teachers at 26 city schools ports that she and her three grandparents were the late Mr.
mark. The drive continues have given a total of $1,889.50
and Mrs. Charles Smith.
through the month of Decem- to date, Mr. Patterson said. companions were ejected from
Two of her uncles are naheadquarcampaign
Taft
the
ber and the goal is 625,000.
a n d internationally
tionally
Other reports were made ters, but at the Stokes' camBulk of the money reported
famous. one being a former
found
soon
they
center
paign
last week came from the by Miss Naomi Gordon. $M,
themselves put to work as president of Howard University
City School Teachers Division and J. A. Beaucamp, $15.
"volunteer" helpers. Miss Na- of Washington. D.C., and later
headed by Charles J. Patterson
at the
Edwin Dalstrom and Col. brit reports that she served U.S. representative
beJr., principal of Kansas Ele- George W. Lee,
other,
the
Nations;
United
screening
desk
reception
co-chairmen on the
mentary School.
Texas
of
president
former
a
ing
of the campaign, called on the volunteers.
Reporting in this division 50-odd UNFC volunteer work- She said she would give Southern University.
were: Chicago Park, $60; ers to put forth special efforts
Mallory Heights, $16; LaRose this week.
$68; Merrill. $34; Prospect, $43
report
are
Lincoln
Elem entary, $52; held on Tuesday evenings, ,
Weeklyat 7:30 onmeetings
Kansas, an additional $26, starting
the LeMoyne S
for a total of 8441; Getwell. College campus in the Brown$8; Porter, $19; Hamilton High, lee Hall faculty lounge.

Workers Raise $6,000
In Current UNCF Drive

IN SOCIAL BELLE CONTEST — Charlotte Jean
Woodruff, left, of Carver
High, and Edna Atkins of
Hamilton High are two of
the 15 contestants in the

NAACP-sponsored Miss Social Belle contest schednied to be climaxed Dec.
1 with a coronation ball at
the Chisca Plaza.

river Names Sims
To High Post In 0E0

2
5

Elks Planning To Give

Major Harold R. Sims, 32
a career Army officer, has
been appointed executive secretary of the Office of Economic
Opportunity, Sargent Shriver,
0E0 Director, announced this
week.
presently
As the local chapter of the many opportunities for a great Major Sims is
SGT. DAN ALLEN
Elks attempt to bring Christ- many people. She praised Col. serving as Secretary of the
mas joy to the less fortunate Lee for his efforts in making General Staff, Department of
in the Memphis community for the Elks the outstanding or- the Army, Fort Belvoir,, VirOther survivors are five
Mrs. Allen said her husthe 29th straight year, Col. organization is today.
ginia.
to reenlist in ,sisters. Mrs. Dinah Roby, 782
planning
was
band
George W. Lee, Elks Grand
Miss Simon told her audience The 0E0 Executive SecreN. Montgomery Mrs. Thelma
the
paratroopers the first
Commissioner of Education, that many persons have been tariat is the focal point for all
Williams, 1216 Keel, Misses
of December and was contem- Patricia Ann Allen, LOu Ella
who has spearheaded the Blues left without jobs as a result of communications flowing into
banquet honoring some 35 blind tenor.
plating a career ih the Army. Allen and Brenda Kay Allen
on
farms and and out of the director's office.
'Alen retiring after putting in The list of retiring mail Bowl Game, noted that many automation
Negroes are indifferent to the offices, which has resulted in It provides staff services for
couple had been married of the home address; and three
The
a -total of 1,208 years of service handlers
Samuel
i n c luded
suffering of the underprivi- economic hardship for a great the director and senior staff
for 11 months and were the brothers, Larry Earl Allen,
as mail handlers, station emExecparents of a daughter Song- Lorenzo Allen and Jerome
ployees and freight handlers White, Clarence Brown, Lonnie leged "and as cold towards many people, and funds from of the agency. The new
succeeds James
tress Allen.
.Allen, also of the
home
for the Illinois Central railroad Cobb, Dempsey Wilson, Oliver them as a Mississippi planta- the Blues Bowl Game will utive Secretary
bring happiness to them at1 M. Harkless who left 0E0 to
She said she and her husband address.
was given at the Sheraton Sims, Samuel Trotter, J. G. tion owner."
join a private consultant firm.
met when they were students at Burial will be in National
Motor Inn on Monday, Nov. 13. Matthews, Sidney Spain, Mari- The remarks were made Christmas.
Klondike Elementary school. cemetery on Monday morning,
The affair was sponsored by on Shawls, Charlie Campbell, during a report meeting held She told the Elks to not only A native of Memphis, TenAs a student at Manassas Nov. n.
the Lily of the Valley Lodge Archie Allen, Luther Jones, last Wednesday night at the solicit funds for the project, nessee, Major Sims is a graduate of Southern University
IHigh school he was interested Southern Funeral Home is
MM. H. R. SIMS
1779 of the Brotherhood Clerks. Odis Martin, James Williams, Elks Rest on Beale, when a but to contribute themselves.
Miss Simon was introduced and has taken graduate work
lin art, his family recalled, and in charge of funeral arrangeThe guest speaker was Crimi- Clarence Barner, Anthony Tate, total of $246 was reported by
Fitzgerald,
Elks
Daughter
and
W.
by
J.
Elks.
Mrs. LaBlanche Jackson, at George Washington univer- leges and universities as a one of his paintings of the ments.
Green,
Frank
S.
T.
Hooks.
L.
Ben
Judge
nal Court
American
an
of
member
Oldest employes in service S. W. Wright and E. McClaine. Scott, Blues Bowl chairman, state president of the Daugh- sity.
Frate rnal Team
ter Elks.
He has also studied at the Student
were Samuel White, a mail Retiring from the service as presided at the meeting.
by the National
sponsored
handler, been working for 51 station employes were J. Bur- The guest speaker for the In his closing remarks, Col. University of Poona in Poona,
Student Association. Prior to
years, and Lonnie Cobb, an- rell, Joe Johnson, G. R. Young, evening was Miss Harry Mae Lee said the Blues Bowl has India, on a World University
entering service, Major Sims
other mail handler, employed George Petty and John Sim- Simons, principal of Magnolia prospered because it is "dedi- Scholarship and later traveled
colat
speaking
Asia
through
Elementary
school,
who
said
who
to
those
cated
helping
mons.
and
years;
at the station for 50
(See Page 4)
George Petty, a station em- Freight handlers joining the the Blues Bowl has resulted in cannot hely themselves."
ployee, retiring after 50 years. tetiremeat list were Jerry TayServing as toastmaster for lor, McKinley Danredge, Wade
By EARL S. CLAN'TON Ill after the two teams met at
the program was Charles E. Smith, I. C. Walker, Odin
midfield for the Jug exchangFRANKFORT, Ky. — SharpWoodard. Others on were Mrs. Neely, W. 0. Woodruff, Wiling ceremony.
Thankstheir
ening
Baker,
for
claws
Willie
Thompson,
presented liam
Reid, who
Cora
giving
Homecoming "Kentucky was well preparD a y's
music at the piano; Elder T. S. Jerry Davis and Less Strong.
game against Allen Univer- ed, but more than that, our
Green, who gave the invoca- Members of the Committee
sity. Tennessee State Univer- kids were not ready for this
tion; Fred Williams, Jr., who on Arrangements for the banfootball team thumped tough ball game. I must add
sity's
chair
Isabel,
E.
C.
were
quet
Rev.
and
greetings,
presented
Kentucky State 13-0 here last that they were stout defenders
F. Williams
C. F. Williams, who made man; Rev. C.
Saturday afternoon.
when they had to be."
presentations and later intro- M. Mallory. Fred Gatlin and
Farmer.
R.
Russell
Merritt referred to a fourthguest
the
duced Judge Hooks,
season,
the
on
5-3
Now
Ushers were James Johnson,
quarter
Thorobred penetration
speaker.
Coach John A Merritt's crew
and
that could have knotted the
Guest soloist for the pro- C. E. Campbell, A. Bailey
winning
four-game
a
have
game with less than five mingram was Lee Cunningham, N. R. Littlejohn.
string on this the 18th straight
utes left. Sam Elmore, who
Little Brown Jug Classic win
recovered two of the Big Blues'
The Thorobreds, who won the five fumbles,
picked off Wayne
ago,
years
19
classic
Jug
initial
Reese's bobble on Tennessee's
are 5-3-1 on the season.
Superstar, Quarterback Eld(See Page 41
ridge Dickey, ran 23 yards on
a keeper for the game's first
TD and threw a 13-yard aerial
to Elbert Drungo for the secFuneral services for Mrs. A native of Shaw, Miss,
ond.
Chicago
Anna Mae Cook, 60, mother Mrs. Cook came to
scamper
23-yard
Dickey's
husband,
her
and
She
1934.
In
Sam
of the late popular singer
capped a 59-yard, 4-play drive
now
Cook
S.
C.
Rev.
the
Chicago
Cook, were neld in
with just one-and-one-half min- Emory Dorris, of 637
Thursday, Nov. 16 of Christ 70, she had eight children. Rev.
utes before the intermission Mississippi was fatally wounded
Cathedral Temple.
Cook is affiliated with Christ
gun.
in West Memphis while he
The wake was held Wednes- Cathedral Temple, a Holiness
was allegedly collecting a debt.
Starting from his own 41.
day at the A. R. Leak funeral Church.
Dickey hit I,eo Johnson with A
home, 7830 S Cottage Grove
West
white
Memphis
The Cook children credited
successive first-down passes man, David Embry, 56, of
a ve
moving the ball to Kentucky's 819 S. 10th has been charged
Bishop 0. McInnis of Christ both of their parents for having
18. Dickey rolled to his right with manslaughter by the West
Cathedral Temple officiated at inspired in them a love for
and BLUES BOWL PLANNERS
order, are Mrs. Valois S.
Mae Simon, guest speaker;
Vicki Travis and Miss Magand headed for the flag. The Memphis police.
he funeral rites. Funeral fol- music. Although Sam
Perry, secretary; Mrs. LaMiss Ella Mae Sherfield,
dalene Moss, queen conrun was nullified by a motion
owed in Burr Oak Ceme- another son LC. were the —nor contestants for the
contestant;
Miss
state
only ones to seek professional title of "Queen of the Blues
queen
Jackson,
penalty call which moved the Embry said that Dorris
Blanche
testants; Mrs. Erma Stitt.
tery.
came to his home and caused
Lo u
Mary
Washington,
ball back to the 23.
president of Daughter Elks;
Mrs. Cook, who lived at careers in show business, all Bowl" were introduced durhum, chairman of the
Mrs. Mary Baker, co-chairTelephone
On the next play. Dickey ran a disturbance.
of
chairman
Queen Contest, and Will
1504 E 86th at . died last of the children at one time ing a meeting held at the
Police said Embry told them
man of "Ming of the Blues
Committee, and Mrs. Lillie
the same play for the TD.
Saturday Nov. 11 in Cook sang hi churches They were Elks Best last Wednesday
Taylor. who won a cash
"We had to scuffle to get Dorris claimed he, Embry,
Bowl" contest; Miss Harry
Scott. (Withers Photo)
prize for reporting $1011 at
County Hospital after a long know* as The Singing Chil- night. Seated trout left are
Mrs. Beverly Johann, miss
this one here," Merritt sighed owed him money.
the meet. Standing, same
illness.
dren.

More To Poor This Year

Banquet Held For 35
Retiring IC Employes

Tsu Takes Little Brown

Jug At Kentucky State

Late Sam Cook's Mother
Is Buried In Chicago

Memphian

Slain

In West Memphis

9
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'SHORTS RAID'

Postmaster Gives Hints
For Overseas Mailers

Left Side, Down Front
Earlier this Week rotator last week.
MIS& of Misallssippl made a
•endag the Eyebrows were raised last
statement o
bombing in Viet Nam. If the week when a local school
senator f rom "the 'sip" 5m arm received an unexpected
so concerned about bombing, visit at school from her boythen why in the heck doesn't friend. Reports concerning the
he do something about the fracas conflict. On spectator
bombings in his own state? said that t he surprised
teacher was kayoed in the first
Standing room only, was the round, while another stated that
word being passed around last she only lost her front choppers.
week during the Church of
God in Christ Convocation held That slippery grapevine is
at Mason Temple. Traffic was buzzing about a local profs.lined up for blocks and park.sional and how long it's going
ing spaces were few and farto take him to get hip to the
between. The crowd of svor.fact that Memphis, despite its
shipers inside Mason Temple large population, is only
was estimated at 6.500, plus, small town.

EAST LANSING, Mich. —
The 150 students swarmed below the dormitory windows
and screamed "We want
Memphis mailers were cau- ages properly to assure rapid shorts
tioned today by Acting Post- delivery to its destination,"
The students were coeds stag
-master Lydel Sims to be sure
ito use the correct address on the acting postmaster said.
ing the first "shorts raid" in
their letters and packages going There are four essential ele- the panty raid-filled history of
to servicemen overseas to
ments to an overseas military Michigan State University.
avoid delays in delivery.
address. They are:
Mr. Sims reported that millions of letters and packages 1. The servicemen's identity
— grade, full name, and
for servicemen overseas have
been delayed because they
service number.
were insufficiently addressed.
2. His military unit —comNOW SNOWING
He said that one of the biggest
plete.
problems has been the failure
3. Gateway post office —
of persons to include the very
CAMERON MITCHELL Is
New York, San Francisco,
important 5 digit APO or FPO
or Seattle.
number in the military address.
4. APO or FPO — 5 digit
Mail not containing this numnumber.
ber is incorrectly addressed.
When any of these elements
He said that last year more
than 9 million pieces of mail is missing, the letter or packDs
were delayed in delivery. Of age will be delayed in delivery.
slibtisse
pieces
this number, 31,4 million
PAMIR...
failed to include the complete
AT LONG LAST
whs
5 digit APO or FPO number
in the address. This improperly
TOUL, France — Susanne bad
addressed mail had to be sent Egloff gained her masters de- by
to a military locator directory gree in philosophy after study- sound!
where time-consuming searchel ing at the University of Nancy
were made to determine the for 12 years. Miss Egloff is 71.
proper address.
She earned her bachelor's deI "As the Christmas mail vol- gree at the age of 53.
ume going overseas is expected
1 to increase up to 30 per cent PINT =TM MIMI MN • IS NW
For over 4 million pieces above NO MOW Mg MUM N.R1111,011T. IT.
last year, every precaution
I should be taken by friends and
relatives of servicemen to ad
dress their letters and pack

ii,r„ DA IS

I'n' lesote

An engagement, that was For a few weeks, his wife has
abruptly called off because the had a private eye shadowing
mother-in-law-to-be didn't dig the pill pusher who supposedthe processed hair and brightly has been "out with the
lime green suit her daugh- boys" when he was really with
tee's beau sported is still on. a buxom school teacher. Now
That is if -patent leather head" his mate, armed with the
get off the hook for a "wild goods, is about to file a senwest, shoot out" on Beale st.sational divorce suit.

I

TOP Le MOYNE SCHOLARS — Here are seven of
the nine high honor students at LeMoyue who were
guests of the college at a
dinner given recently at the
Holiday Inn - Rivermont.
Seated, left to right are

Miss Anita Curry, a senior; Miss Gwendolyn Williams, a junior, and Miss
Dorothy J. Morgan, a senior. Standing, left to right
are Miss Barbara J. Wilson, a senior; Miss Alma
R. Williams, a junior; Miss

Mary Lee Wright, a sophomore, and Miss Joy W.
McPherson, a sophomore.
Not pictured: Misses Johnnie Mae Milan a junior
and Mary E. Holmes, a
senior.

hiay

- IF YOU
CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON
will"ITI

TICIINICOLOR & WIDESCREIN

•

PLUS

BEVERLY FRANKLIN

Carl Johnson To Wed
Beverly R. Franklin
Rev and Mrs Ira Franklin School of Nursing at E H.
of 2323 Warren rd. have an- Crump Memorial Hospital
nounced the engagement of
R Also a graduate of Hamilton
Beverly
their daughter
Johnson, Jr. High school, the prospective
A
Carl
to
son of Rev and Mrs. Carl groom is a student at Memphis
A. Johnson. Sr., of 1538 Mallory. State university and is emThe bride-elect is a graduate'ployed at RCA in Memphis.
of Hamilton High school and is Officiating at the ceremony
Presently a nursing student at will be the father of the
the City of Memphis Ho- pit.! groom, Rev. Johnson, Sr

BEAUTICIANS
AND QUEEN — Members
of the Northesst Beauticians Chapter 5 crowned
Mrs. Theodore Lesis as
queen of 1967-68, and are
seen here with her in
left
Chattanooga. From
are Mrs. Italia Payne, Mrs.
Woody, president;
Viola
Mrs. Sadie Wiley, Mrs.
Eula B. Neely, Mrs. Hattie
Tuggle, Mrs. Rubye Lee
Henderson, Mrs. June Taylor, Mrs. Elisabeth Ware,

Party At Hippodrome
The Surfside Social Club
had a swinging time at the
Hippodrome Club last weekInd. Music was played and the
atmosphere was festive. The
Club members present at the

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Memphis Chapter of the LeMoyne Alumni

Mrs. Rose Taylor, Mrs.
Christine Gray, Mrs. Odessa Matthews, Mrs. Lucille
Manse a n d Mrs. Barbara
trophy.
Whitley
holding
Members not shown are
Mrs. Addle May Johnson,
Mrs. Ruth Mabon, Mrs.
Clara Shells, Mrs. Mollie
IL Matthews, Mrs. Fannie
Wilson, Mrs. Clarice ENum
and Mrs. Etta Smith. The
members of the chapter are
seen at the Beauticians
Convention in Chattanooga.

dance, were Mrs. Lena B. Morgan, Mack E. Gipson, Mrs.
FEllis Scott, Mrs. Glover,
Mrs. Leine Harrignton, Mrs.
Mary A. Starnes, Mrs. Williams and Moses L. Gunn

Association is inviting all of its alumni back for

an evening of information and relaxation.
The informal gathering will provide an opportunity to meet the president, faculty members and

DOES
SOMEONE
HAVE TO
CLUB YOU
INTO SAVING?...

former alumni. There will be refreshments and a

tour of the new student union building.
The date is Saturday, November 25, 1967 at

7:30 p.m.
Please announce during the week of November
25, 1967.
t••••••

OKAY. We're even ready to do that.

4

Remember the old days
when the telephone
looked like this?
And you had to run
to answer it?

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR NONE!!
367 Unto*
561-447I

Those days are gone
forever. And nowadar
more and more people are
enjoying the convenience
of an extension phone in
their kitchen. Or living
room. Or bedroom. Or
family room. Remember,
if you want an extension
phone...just call your
Southern Bell business
office. What else that
costs so little gives you so
much value?

Join First National's
Christmas Club

Join First National's
Daily Interest"Club"

Thr( hnsimas ('lull at First National Bank is one
of the oldest and largest in the Mid-South.

Not a strictly organized plan like Christmas C)ub.Yoe
simply become part of a group of thrift-minded

The way it works is simplicity itself. Each week for
50 weeks you deposit from 500 to 510 in your

people who've discovered that daily interest at maximum

Christmas Club account you get a book of
coupons as a reminder!) At the end of
the year—BINGO!--it ail comes back to you
in one lump sum,up to $500. Just in time for
Christmas shopping, too...
Come in and sign up for next year's

rates is the stuff nest eggs really thrive on.
Your regular First National savings account earns
interest 365 days a year—from the day of deposit
to date of withdrawal—and there's never any interest
lag or loss...If you're able to save without
being "clubbed" into it, First
National's daily interest plan is for you.
And you can start or stop any time you choose.

program. At any First National office.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OP MEMPHIS el
Mono& rnmamell NOON.

Southern Bell
•

i$

'

.$

$
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Lane Students Elect
Their Class Officers
Class officers at Lane College
for the 1967-68 school term
were announced this week by
'Student Government Association president Clarence Weaks
, in Jackson, Tenn.

president; David Griffin, vicepresident, Barbara Beard, secretary; Georgia McKlin, assistant secretary;
Anderson
Cook, treasury; Corey Odom,
business 'manager; Agnes V.
Davis and George Williams,
FRESHMEN CLASS: Clau- S. G. A. representatives.
dell Brown, president James
Wray, vice president; Linda
Jackson, secretary; Delois Cole
assistant secretary; Frances
Curtic
treasury;
Ragsdale,
Jeans, business manager; Carrintine Walker and Wilma Marshall, S.G.A. representative.

Ali To Take

Part In NAACP

SOPHOMORE CLASS: Hollis'
Socrates
Booker,
president;
Cherry, vice-president; Arlene
Carlois
Durham, secretary;
secretary;
Jones,
assistant
Muhammad Ali, who is still
Linda Vincent, treasury; Linregarded
as world's heavynie Cooper, business manager;
Marilyn Cowser and John Odom weight boxing champion in
many circles, and a group of
S. G. A. representatives.
entertainers and business leadJUNIOR CLASS: Corner Currie, president; Ricky Watson, ers will take part in the
vice-president; Sharon Green, NAACP telethon on Channel
, secretary; Phyllis Nickolson, 26 Thanksgiving Day.
assistant s e cretary;
Cover
Miles are co-chairmen of Brown, treasury; Charles Mer- The program is designed to
the informal affair which cer, business manager, and encourage memberships in the
rights
will take place from 7:30 Mary Campbell, S. G. A. repre- country's oldest civil
organization,
and
will
be
on
the
sentative.
until 10.
SENIOR CLASS: Leo Gray, air from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
over the ultra high frequency
station.

Telethon Show

4

ter" this Saturday, Nov. 25,
are left to right: Carl Johnson, Fred Garner and Willie
Tom Miles. Garner and

PLANNING ALUMNI
NIGHT — Three of the key
figures in the planning of
"Alumni Night in
LeMoyne's New Student Cen-

iAlumni Night Planned
For Student Center

Carla Thomas Acclaimed
On Tour Of West Germany

MAP SOUTH SCORES —
Mrs. Opal Ragsdale (center) manpower specialist
at Memphis Area M A P
South project, announced
the 25th and 26th local

Rev. Robert Thomas, president of the Chicago Metropoh
tan Council, NA AC P. and
Edward McClellan, executive
secretary, will lead the organization representatives.

LeMoyne" During her three-day whirl- for each show.
This Saturday night, Nov. 25, Former "Miss
wind tour of West Germany
will be a big night on campus winners will be featured during popular
StaxVolt
recording Meanwhile on the home front, Elarne Cancilia Who plays
for alumni of LeMoyne College. the evening. Refreshments will artist Carla Thomas received Carla's roster of distinguished the feature role of Helene in
one of the most enthusiastic honors, which already include "Sweet Charity," now playing
The LeMoyne Club of Memphis be served.
responses of her career. The her selection as the favorite
is sponsoring
an "Alumni
at the Shubert, will appear on
Bild-Zeitung, Germany's larges
female vocalist of our GI's in the NAACP Telethon ThanksNight in LeMoyne's New Stucirculating (41
/
2 million copies)
dent Center," 7:30 until 10.
daily newspaper proclaimed Vietnam, was further embellish giving Day. James Louisi and
'Carla ist Gold wert" _ed when she became the first Ben Vereen, members of the
' Elmer L. Henderson, presiCarla is worth Gold.
Negro to appear in the "A Lady "Charity" cast will also appear.
dent of the club, said all alumni
and friends of the colleges are
In
Show Business" feature of
Even with her busy schedule
invited. • Fred
Garner
and
Carla managed to tape ap- Detroit Magazine, the prestigeWillie Tom Miles are copearances on two popular tele- laden Sunday supplement of the
chairmen of the affair.
vision shows which reach total Detroit Free Press.
"This will be the first real The Memphis State Univer- 44 million homes throughout Carla's outstanding accomopportunity for alumni to make sity String Quartet won the Germany, Holland, Austria, plishments were saluted in a
a tour of the recently dedicated applause of hundreds of stu- Luxembourg and Denmark.
two-page article by Loraine
Alma C. Hanson Memorial dents attending an hour-long
Carla taped segment soft Alterman, Free Press staff wriStudent Center," Mr. Henderson said. An alumni financial concert Friday morning in monthly telecast "The Beat ter.
campaign, along with a Sloan LeMoyne College's Bruce Hall. Club" show for Radio Bremen, The "Lady In Show Business"
matching grant, paid the cost Guests i n eluded students and Radio Hamburg's "Hot feature has usually been deof equipping and furnishing
from public schools located in And Sweet Music for Young voted to extolling the virtues of
the ultra-modern center.
People".
the vicinity of LeMoyne.
motion picture stars like of BriHe said they also will be
Both shows feature only top gitte Bardot, Elke Sommer,
The program was in three
given the chance to meet and
Julie Christie, Raquel Welch,
greet each other and to relive parts, featuring the works of American and British recordand
imported
especially
Ursula Andress.
ing
artists
Haydn, Beethoven and Tuthill.
their ole college days."

Hundreds Hear
String Quartet

youth* had been sent to
Job Corps Training Centers throughout the country.
Pictured here with Mrs.
Ragsdale are Pauline Douglas, left, daughter of Mrs.

Augusta Douglas of 2320
Hubbard sr. and Beverly
Faulkner, daughter of Mrs.
Johanna Faulkner of 1428
So Main at. (PHOTO BY
CONTINENTAL)

CORNETTE REALTY, INC.
•REAL ESTATE SALES

•LOANS
•INSURANCE

(All Lines, including Auto Liability and Fire)

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT
Tel. 525-1861
C. C. Sawyer, Pres.

r

334 VANCE AVE.

527-9606

wig FP.Aplisn ELECTRIC
SELF-CLEANING with

Performing in the quartet, all
In a brief discussion period
in the center's little theatre, faculty members of the MSU
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president music department, were Robert
of LeMoyne, will answer ques- A. Snyder and Noel Gilbert,
tions about plans for the mer- violin; Mary Anne Snyder,
ger of LeMoyne and Owen. viola, and Phyllis Steen, cello.

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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AUTOMATIC
CARMINUTE
1

a

WASH $ 25i
•.
•I
Effective November 29 1965

a

la

41 Sue. $1 25
Sid .
• I Sat Open It A Pit to 6 P ii
• Sun. Open $ A.M. to 2 P m

•I
us

a

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
a
ai
•
a
•

AVE. CAR WASH 2
•
a SUMMER Summer
.
at Baltic
3100

flummummasse••••••amm•sari
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Makes your complete meal "come out" on time. Now dinner can be piping hot and ready to serve whenever you
are. Warms plates, rolls, second helpings

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
•CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

B H

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tonnes:so
"YOUR Cornpony Makes What Yee Ask for Ana
Creates What You Think or

HOGUE -& KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!
-4444

2—Speed
Self —Cleaning
No Smoke or
Heat Rise In
Kitchen.

Baked in Memphis by Memphians
... rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
maximum freshness.

MODEL
Hogue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

#31-1147
AVAILABLE IN COPPERTONE
WHITE OR AVOCADO

TEFLON-COATED OVEN LINERS
REMOVE FOR EASY CLEANING
AT THE SINK. FOODS CAN'T
STICK OR BURN ON.

BUNS
23c

8 to
pkg.

Hogue & Knot+
Big 11
/
241. Sandwich Loaf

BREAD
25c
BROWN'N SERVE ROLLS

14-0z.

Loaf
I4ogue & Knot+
12 to Package

15c
25c

Yes, the new Gallery is a masterpiece of styling and convenience. Exclusive warming shelf
puts all controls at eye-level. Other deluxe features include lift-off door, lift-up top.
Teflon Oven Rocks For Finger Tip
Control.

HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

APPLIANCES
COME AND SEE—
1883 LAMAR

OR JUST CALL

275-1101

to.

9
6
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DEFENDER

Providence AME
Honors Pastor

Thanksgiving
Month Services
At Saint Peter
Providence

honoring Rev. and Mrs.
paid off. Standing from left
James L. Gleese for loyal
are Bishop F. D. Jordan,
service to the congregation
P. W. Thornton, receiving
for the past two years: a
the check for Universal
mortgage of 81,007.70 was , Life Insurance company;

Women Of Trinity CME
Plan Annual Services
"Facing the Challenges of Awards Committee, of which
Today and Tomorrow" is the Miss Maggie McDowell is chairtheme of annual Women's Day man.
programs to be presented next This award was received in
Sunday, Nov. 26, at the Trinity 1966 by Mrs. Ophelia EdmondCME church at 60 Wells ave. son: 1965 Mrs. Anna Ruth
A unique, interesting, infor- Eskeridge, 1964,
Dr. Clara
mative and spirit-filled pro-,Brawner, 1963 Mrs. Lucille Price
gram is to be presented through 11962 Mrs. Willa Alma Mcout the day.
Williams Walker, now deceased
For the 11 o'clock service, , and the first award was present
the speaker will be Mrs. Addle ed to Mrs. Maxine Smith of
0. Jones, a member of the St. the NAACP in 1981.
James CME church at Raleigh, The idea of the award was
Tenn., where she serves as initiated by the Rev. P. Gonya
superintendent of the Sunday ,Hentrel, immediate past pastor
school. She is a member of the of Trinity, now the district
faculty of Cypress Junior High 'pastor, presiding elder, of the
school and one of the few ' Memphis District.
women in the CME Connection Also, honored will be the
licenses to spread the Gospel. oldest woman member of the
The speaker for the program church.
at 3 p.m. will be Mrs. Faye Sunday night, at 7 p.m., a
Gentry Lewis, a lifelong and musical will be rendered by the
faithful communicant of Martin combined women choirs, under
Temple Christian
Methodist the direction of the program
Episcopal Church. Mrs. Lewis chairman, Mr. Imogene Hill.
is well-known in Memphis and Rev. DeWitt T. Alcorn minelsewhere as an electrifying, ister of Trinity Church, Mrs.
soul-stirring, much sought-after Eleanor Currie, the untiring,
speaker. She is a member of industrious, General Chairman
the Orleans Elementary school of the Women's Day affair,
faculty.
Miss Beatrice Jackson, Co.
As a special feature of the Chairman and all the women of
evening, some deserving person trinity invite the public to each
of Trinity will be named of the three services during
"Woman of the Year" by the the day.

Methodist
ity
Christian
Episcopal church on Sunday. Nov. U. Mrs. Currie
Is general chairman of the
Miss
observance,
aad
Jackson co-chairman.

,/////:,
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WE RESERVE
NINE CONVENIENT THE
RIGHT
DEL FARM FOOD To um
STORES
• Louralwood Confer
• National at Jackson
• Ouinc• at Sea Isla
•N000f1 at Well. Station

•Ootreall at Barron
•Chelsea at Thomas
•Northgatis Shopping
•Southland Mall

Ctr.

Mclemore -itt Neptune
MY NATURAL IS LOOKING

Buy
Bonds

N-NATURAL !' •

Annniversary
Services Set
For Antioch
The Antioch Baptist church
at 1379 N. Bellevue is observing anniversary services Nov.
24-26, and two pastors and
their coni:regations will be
guests.
On Fricia ruiTht, Rev. T R.
Buckner and members of St.
Luke Baptist church will be
guests with Rev. Buckner as
the speaker.
Members of Lake Grove
Baptist church will be guests
on Sunday at 3 p.m. with Rev.
W. M. Barr as the guest
speaker. The public is invited.
Mrs. Louise Howard is chairman of the anniversary service,
L. M. Field, church clerk, and
Harold Perkins in charge of
publicity
Rev. Brady Johnson is pastor
of the church

REMODEL YOUR HOME
by installing
A New Kitchen al for the Holidays
WE ARE HOME IMPROVEMENT SPECIALIST
Call Us for FREE Estimate
. ROOM ADDITIONS
. BATHROOMS. CONCRETE
.ROO
SIDING
. GARAGES.CARPORTS
. HEATING. FENCES
. STORM WMOONIS & DOORS
. PAINTING. PANNELING
. REMODELING. REPAIRS

Fma.

ItesseeeWe Prices • Qeslity Week Ceereeteed

EASY TERMS-NO MONEY 'TIL NEXT YEAR

OYER 25 YEARS IN BUSINESS

Phis 452-1411 Os

1211 E. McLemore

DEFENDER ADVERTISERS

////,/

ROYAL

FRESH FISH
DAILY

G00d N
eighbors
make Dena en

PATRONIZE TRI-STATE

Tabernacle Baptist church
at 1682 Kendale st. celebrated
annual Women's Day on last
Sunday, Nov. 19.
The speaker for the program
at 3 p.m. was Mrs. Ruby Biles,
wife of the pastor of Bloomfield Baptist church. She is a
teacher at the Prospect Elementary school.
Music for the program was
sung gy the Bloomfield Baptist
choirs.
Rev. Rogers Pruitt is pastor
of Tabernacle church.

WOMEN'S DAY PLANNERS — Mrs. Eleanor Currie and Miss Beatrice Jackson are seen here making
plans for Women's Day
services te be helot at Trim.

November Club
Plans Friends Day

Tel. 947-1877

Tabernacle
Celebrates
Women's Day

CONSTRUCTION CO.
Phone

Save Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1% refund to your church or
favorite charity.

-4210 NI ht

MEAT ANO FODuct PRICt
G000 TNRU
Nova,
ALL OTMTR PRiCES

START PLAYING TODAY'

noon Tnpti

NOV. 55. 1957.

NUS BINGO
ffery :964

WINNER
THIS
WEEK
and 1/1111e, Week

RIM' Reserved Strategic Merchandising 90 Park Ay.., New York,
N.Y.

OVER $35,000 IN PRIZES
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF THE BONUS BINGO
GAME BOOK AND FREE PRIZE SLIPS AT YOUR FRIENDLY.
DEL FARM FOOD STORE....
WIN UP TO
$1,000 IN CASK

HILLSIDE

SLICED BACON
NAVEL ORANGES

4
9
Pkg.
9
25

Doz. ".,,,..:

OLEOMARGARINE

KRAFT PARKAY
PUFFIN
BISCUITS

MORE CHANCES
840 Mills

1-lb.

FIRST OF THE SEASON SEEDLESS

1 -Lb.
Pkg.
SWEETMILK
OR
BUTTERMILK

8-oz,
Can

ORCHARD FRESH FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE
GRADE "A" FRESH
LARGE

EGGS

3214 SUMMER AVE.
Memphis, Tema

A

(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
five.
was an Asian-African Studsrk
Members of the
The month of November is Anchored by tackle Claude Consultant for the
AME church were hosts at a being
National'
observed by the St. Humphrey, the Big Blue debanquet recently honoring the Peter Baptist church at 1410 fensive might pushed Kentucky Student Association.
pastor and wife, Rev. and Mrs. Pillow at, an Thanksgiving back to the nine where Dickey He entered the Army ig
J. L. Gleese, for loyal leader- Month.
took over and directed a 01 September, 1937 as a second
ship during the past two Revival services are being yard, 45-yard penalty aided,
Lieutenant and was assigned
years. Also present were the conducted there nightly by the touchdown march.
couple's three daughters, Pa- pastor, Rev. C. J. Gaston, Picking up three 15 yard to Fort Dix, Subsequent asJudy from Nov. 19-24.
and
tricia, Deborah
calls in a row that moved the signment were to Camp Drum,
Meese.
A special program climax- ball to the Thorobred 14, Leroy Fort Bragg, Fort Belvios,,
Other outstanding guests at ing the month will be held Motton picked up one yard Alaska, the Army
Chemical
the banquet were Bishop and on Sunday, Nov. 28 at 3 P.m, before Dickey hit Drungo
Center and Vietnam.
Mrs. F. D Jordan, Presiding with Rev. E. Bates aind mem- standing on pay dirt.
extensive administri:
Elder and Mrs. F. G. Garrett, bers of the Mt. Gilliam Baptist The Big Blues dominated —The
and
personnel experience'
tive
Elder Blair T. Hunt, P.W. church as special guests.
204
the statistical battle with
Thornton and Rev. and Mrs. H. Rev. Gaston said the congre- yards on the ground and 180 of Major Sims will be cx
Ralph Jackson.
gation is thankful that it has in the air, while the Humphrey- tremely v a I uable to the
Rev. Jackson, who is di- been at its present location for led defense held the green and
Office of Economic Opportunirector of the AME Churchs the past 10 years.
gold to 144. Completing 13 of ty," Mr. Shriver said.
Department,
Minimum Salary
26, Dickey accounted for all
He is a member of the
served as toastmaster for the
of Merritt's aerial yardage. Society for Personnel Adminibanquet.
Wayne Reese was the game's stration, Association or the LI.
leading ground gainer with 78 S. Army, and the American
yards in 19 carries.
Society of Public Administrfki
Humphrey, Dickey, Johnson tion. He has been awarded the
Medal, The
The November club of Moo' and nine other Merrittmen will Bronze S t ar
playing their final col- Army Commendation Medal, the
umental Baptist church is prelegiate game in the newly re- Purple Heart and the Army
senting its annual Friends Day be
observance on Sunday, Nov. vamped, 16,000 seat W. J. Hale Parachutist Badge.
His wife is the former Leta
26, at 3 p.m., and the public is stadium.
Taylor, daughter of Mr. and
invited.
Score by quarters:
Mrs. John J. Taylor, Sr., 134
The guest speaker for the Tennessee State 0-8-0-7
be Rev. Elmer
'Roselle at.
Annual Women's Day will be program willpastor of the St. Kentucky State 0-0-0-0
celebrated at the Eastern Star M. Martin,
AME church. Music
Baptist church on Sunday, Nov. Andrew
by the choir of St.
sung
be
will
28. The speaker for the morning service will be Mrs. W. M. Andrew.Birteal Benson is presiMrs.
Robert Parrish, who pre- Fields, Sr., widow of the late
dent of the November club, and
introduced
will
be
She
pastor.
sented check to Mr. Thornof
Culpepper, a Rev. S. B. Kyles pastor
ton on behalf of the church, by Mrs. H. H.
Monumental, known as "The
Progressive
the
member
of
and Rev. Gleese. Seated
Friendly Church on Parkway."
Baptist church.
second from left is Mrs.
The guest speaker for the
Gleese, wife of the pastor. afternoon program will be Miss
Cornelia Sauders, a member
of First Baptist Church Chelsea.
Introducing her will be Mrs.
Betty Lewis, a member of the
Mt. Pleasant Baptist church.
Music for the morning service will be sung by the wom- The Good Neighbor Youth
en's chorus of Eastern Star, and Foundation, an organization
at the afternoon program by the dedicated to the welfare, social
women's chorus of Mt. Gilliam and spiritual development of
Baptist church.
children, recently donated $30
Following the afternoon pro- to the Children's Bureau Christgram, a reception will be given mas fund.
In the upper level of the church. The organization has operated
Mrs. Betty Letcher is program a home for dependent children.
chairman, Mrs. Mattie Cole- Rev. J. L. Netters, councilman of Women's Day, and man-elect of District 6, is presiMrs. Mary Steward co-chair- dent of the organization, and
man.
Mrs. Lillie Wheeler secretary.

Eastern Star
Women Plan
For Annual Day

BANQUET FOR PASTOR
— There was double cause
for joy when the members
of the Providence .AME
church gave a banquet

Shriver

TSU

DOZ.

6-oz.
Can

LARGE EGGS
PRISM
CRAM 'A°
DOZEN
With mime mod pureltase *4 $5.01
*ielooding 11**r. Teisec*, Vredi Milk. lee C****a
awl lee MM. Use* *Ise seeps* poor s*******4.
Coops. wok** NOV. 211, 19117,

0441"41PR""fr,
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,Z9 Memphis Students

Rust Graduate Is With

Achievement Finalists

The Top Defense Unit

Some 29 Memphis high school Young.
seniors are among the Iva
FATHER BERTRAND: Joan ,
finalists in the fourth National McGuire Duvall,
Maurice Earl;
Achievement Scholarship Pro- Franklin, Gilds Darlene Gilgram for outstanding Negro more and
Patricia Bernadette I
students, according to John M. Milan.
Stalnaker, president of the National Merit Scholarship Cor- DOUGLASS: Hazel Duncan,
poration.
Dwight Hudson and Irene Tall.
The finalists include six stu- MELROSE: William Keith
dents each from Manassas and Powell, Henry Robinson, Jr
Melrose high schools, four from and Nettie Mae Woody.
Father Bertrand High school, HAMILTON: Arthur Richard
three each from Douglass and Flowers, Jr., and Beverly Jean
Melrose, two from Hamilton Simpson.
one each from Lester, North. LESTER: Robert H. Morris,
side, Carver, Woodstock at Jr.
'memphis, and South Wood- NORTHSIDE : Wilbert Lee
stock, Vt.
Taylor.
Later, more than 250 of the CARVER: Brenda Yvonne
students will win four-year Terrell.
college scholarships ranging WOODSTOCK: Spencer Scurin value from $1,000 to $6,000 lock.
($50 to $1,500 per year), de- SOUTH WOODSTOCK, VT.:
pending on their need.
James Hampton Pope.
The
1,028
students
were About 3,500 candidates were
selected from over 35,000 Ne- nominated directly by their CHECKING THE BUDGET
i
ro
sm students from more than
an schools and an additional 2,000
—Arthur W. Danner, seatnationwide. The endorsed for candidacy by
ed, Tenn. A&I State univeremphians by schools are: Their schools after requesting sity's director of finance,
MANASSAS: Robert J. Bar- consideration on the basis of is seen here going over the
ber, Perry E. Cleaves, Helen their scores on the National school's $8.8 million operatDelois Hammond, Doris Her- Merit Scholarship Qualifying ing budget with Mrs. Conring, Wiley Johnson, Jr., and Test.
stance G r een, recently
Berdell W. Warner.
named
b u s mess office
The Achievement Program
WASHINGTON: Frankie E. was created by a $7 million supervisor, and Calvin M.
Harris, Percy Harvey, Priscilla Ford
Foundation
grant to Landers, assistant director
Hayes, Danette Dorice Jones, National
Merit
Scholarship
Fannie M. Woods and Davena Corporation in 1964.

John Flemming, Jr., of 536
The 26th was chosen for the Simpson, and Miss Dorothy
HOLLY SPRINGS, MISS. —
Chelsea ave.,
Captain James W. Polk, a 1951 top ADC award by demonstrat- Morgan of 2149
LeMoyne colboth
seniors
at
graduate of Rust College, is a ing, through a year-long evalualege, will attend the Church
member of the U.S. Air Defense tion, the best ground capability
Vocations Conference at the
organization that has been se- to support ADC fighted-interChicago Theological Seminary
lected as the best in the United ceptors in identifying, inter- in Chicago Nov. 24-26.
cepting, and destroying enemy The theme of the conference
States.
aircraft. It is the second time
Captain Polk is serving with the division has won the coveted will be "The Relevance of
the Air Defense Command's General Frederic H. Smith Christianity in a Tome of Revolution."
6th Air Division which operate trophy.
14 radar sites and five fighter
Captain Polk was commissquadrons to guard a fivesioned a second lieutenant in
state, 900,00 square - mile area
1953 through the aviation cadet
of the Pacific Coast.
program and received his present rank in 1959. He is a weapons controller with the
4625th Support Squadron at
Adair Air Force Station. His
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln
Polk, live in Lexington, Mississippi. His wife is the former
Los
Jacquelyn
Suthern
of
Angeles, California.

Chorus Raises

Funds During

States Drive
of finance. A Clark College
of Atlanta graduate who
earned the master of business administration at Atlanta university, Mr. Danner was named by the
Tennessee State Board of
Education to his present
position last July. He was
formerly business manager
of Alabama State college,

Two On Faculty At Lane

Students Will Learn listed
Role Of Post Office

In 'Who's who'

Two members of the Lanerecently appointed to serve on
College faculty are listed in the the advisory committee for the
fifth edition of Who's Who inCity of Jackson Education
America Women just off theSurvey and the Salute to Colpress. They are Mrs. Marieleges committee.
Memphis area elementary guided tours of various postal M. Penn, dean of women and She holds membership in the
schools received a boost in installations, i n eluding
the Mrs. Anna L. Cooke, interim American Library Assn., Tentheir social studies program
nessee Library Assn., Delta
station which serves the school, librarian.
last week when Acting PostCooke was employed Sigma Theta Sorority, and
Mrs.
master Lydel Sims announced and a visit to the council by by the City of Jackson SchoolLinks Inc.
the beginning of the nation's the school's letter carrier.
System before coming to Lane Mrs. Penn is an ardent civic
first Junior Mail Users CounShe
worker.
religious
The first project of the Junior in 1963 as catalog librarian.and
cils.
Her experience in the area ofserves on the Mayor's Advisory
The Junior Councils — for Mail Users Council will be Library Service has affordedcommittee, the Board of Direcgrades 4 to 6 in public, pri- lOPERATION JUNIOR POST- her the privilege of servingtors of the Jackson Mental
vate, and parochial schools MAN. On a specified day, stu- on evaluative committees forHealth Association, president
— are sponsored jointly by dents will bring to school all Use Southern Association of of the City Federation of Wornthe Memphis Mail Users Coun-'their Christmas mail, as well Colleges and Schools in Mem-en's Clubs, director of the
phis and Chattanooga, Tennes-United Church Women, presicil and the Memphis Post
dent if the Interdemonational
Office. The councils will assist as that of their families, for see.
school officials in a program deposit prior to entering school. Her community service hasMinisters Wives Council and
to acquaint students with all The mail must be ZIP Coded, included work with the Cancer membership chairman of the
plaases of post office ooerations. separated "local" and "out- Society. March of Dimes, RedNAACP.
he idea was first discussed of-town". and tied in bundles. Cross, NAACP and she was She was recently appointed
a meeting of postal offiOals and several members A special mail truck designao; the mail users council in ted "JUNIOR POSTMAN EXe4rly September. In attendance PRESS" will visit each of the
at the meeting were R. R.
Sdilmansberger, Sears Roebuck 143 schools one morning during
AO Company; J. L. Thornton the week of December 11-15
mild Robert Schaedle, First to receive these mailings. Each
Nistional Bank; Lamar New- student cooperating with the
OM Memphis State University
post office during this week will
Alp H. Orander, Southern Bell
receive a card from the acceptTillephone Company; and M.
ing letter carrier, identifying
O. Clark and Lydel Sims,
him or her as a "JUNIOR
Mitemphis Post Office.
POSTMAN." A p p roximately'
'he plan was explained to 100,000 elementary students are
teacher-advisors of the expected to participate in the,
plirticipating schools at a meet- Junior Postman program.
ii t in the Board of Education
anglitorium on November 9. Although the present Junior l
Mhterials for organizing the Councils are for elementary
the school, are listed in the
nlividlial school councils were schools only, plans for the fu- LISTED IN 'WHO'S WHO'
fifth edition of "Who's Who
distributed.
ture include a "pen pal" pro—Mrs. Marie M. Penn, left,
in American Women." Both
The post office will furnish gram for junior high grades dean of women at Lane Colwomen are graduates of
L.
each school's teacher•adkisor and a "Career Day" for High lege, and Mrs. Anna
Lane College.
librarian
at
interim
Cooke,
Seniors.
School
with necessary material expining post office operations
flit use at Junior Council meetMir. Short films will be availallie for use at their meetings
abo. Postal officials or represintatives of the mail users
clamed will meet with the
ilinior Councils occasionally to
duss and answer questions.
*Dine projects planned for
.11Inior Council members are

4

j

Classified Ad
NILISKRAT
oFtT I i EP-N7 BACK
(114
(*or $6000 Phan' 276-5667 &MU
5 ,p.m
ROOMS FOR MST
ftivat• Room for nice, quilt marl
or Pendia $20 too
Disability
ea
526-0176

Two Students
To Attend Meet

The senior chorus of Eastern
Star Baptist church presented
a Governors and States Drive
at the church on Sunday, Nov
5, with each member of the
chorus representing a state
with a donation of three dollars
and up.
The governors also presented to the president and wife a
product of each state, which
filled a basket to overflowing.
It was won by Mrs. Mary Steward, representing the State
;on the Board of Directors for of Texas, with $60.
the Friends of Libraries. Both She donated the food in the
Mrs. Cooke and Mrs. Penn are basket to the mothers of the
church and distributed it to
alumni of Lane College.
,them.
I
Winning second place was
Mrs. Christian Johnson who
donated $39 for her state.
Rev. W. M. Fields, Jr., is
pastor of Eastern Star Baptist church, and Miss Barbara
Williams reporter.
where
Landers
assisted
him. Mr. Landers earned a
degree in business administration at Florida ,a&M
university and studied law
there. Mrs. Green is a
Lincoln
University, Mo.,
graduate and earned her
master's degree at the University of Chicago.

St. Stephen

Youth Plan Tea

Day Care Center
At Holy Temple

The young people of St
Stephen Baptist church at 508
N. Third st. will present a tea
and fashion show in the Ballerina Room of the Sheraton
Peabody Hotel on Sunday, Dec. The Holy Temple Church of
3, from 4 to 6 p.m.
God in Christ at 1254 Wilson
st. is operating a day care
will
Outstanding
m o d els
center and kindergarten for
be featured and Noah Bond
children between the ages of
will provide music for the three and five.
program. The public is in.
The center is open from 7:30
vited.
a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday
Mrs. I. Vessell is chairman through Friday.
of the affair and J.L. Smith Information may he obtained
by calling 942-1175. Elder G.
in charge of publicity,
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is pastor Patterson is pastor of the soonsoring church.
of St. Stephen.

CONTINENTAL
FOR
EVERYTHING

PHOTOGRAPHIC
WEDDINGS
PART/ES
CLUBS
PHONE
526-8397
for appointment
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

BANKAMERICARD.
keltbilie hi /,

Open a
Christmas Club
Savings Account
now

o‘x 850 POPLAR

Is the news of your
tlub, your church, your
school, your civic group
showing up in your
newspaper?

ANDREWS OLDS
-PRICE BUSTERS

If it isn't, there's
something y o u should
do about it. Appoint a
public relations chairspan. Have that person
call Tri State Defender,
JA 6-8397.
We'll explain how
your news should be
prepared, how it should
he sent in.
NOTICE!
- If you're not getting
our fair share of coverge, that's a situation
e can help you correct.
eadline for all news 5
.m. Sunday.

COME IN TODAY — ASK ONE OF OUR COURTEOUS SALESMEN TO
SHOW YOU ONE OF THE CLEANEST CARS IN TOWN — MOST OF
THE MANY TO CHOOSE FROM ARE STILL IN WARRANTY

THESE COURTEOUS SALESMEN
HAVE SATISFIED OVER 10,000 CUSTOMERS EACH

--IN SALES and SERVICE
•"NICK" BONNETTE
•J. P.(JAY) GUIDI

•BOB TABOR
• R. D. WILLIAMS

OVER SO CLEAN USED CARS TO CHOOSE FROM — COME IN
TODAY AND — MAKE YOUR SELECTION —
AT YOUR No. 7 OLDSMOBILE DEALER

Ip

and
keep it under
your hat till next year.
Tbsiblowillelwondrr whet you've been op

vsab Sanely

sinife and carefree, deck-the-halis spirit. But only yet,and
Union Planters need know till gift-giving time Christmas morning.
Suppose you join our Christmas Club now for only $5.00 a week.
Next November, we'll present you with a check for $250, right
when you need it most,to wrap up a really Merry Christmas.
Of course, you can make your goal any amount you like from
$25 to $500. The point is to decide on a Club plan now and
stay with it. More than 12,000 fellow members yolned
Union Planters Christmas Club last year. They'll tell you it's
the easiest way to save for holiday expenses, and that's why
It's the most popular club in town.

h

ANDREWS OLDSMOBILE
850 POPLAR • PHONE 527-5531
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• Tri-State Defender "
By Diggs Datrooth

"The Sook's Irdeponditn. Meekly"

Home Office: 236 South Danny Thomas Boulevard — IA 64397
WASHINGTON — One of the untold stories of the Ia
Hatcher victory in Gary last week was the interest of lib
Kennedy in the campaign. Not only did Bobby climb mil
the bandw agon when the big shindig was pulled eff beg•
last mouth, but Bobby sent one of hie top trouble gametal.
into Gary to mastermind the sagging campaign in its fled
weeks. Hatcher, at best, is a lacklustre person. Unable lb
tne year, elk she onoarbo, $3.55. fl-yese sp•cfel Sobisriation sot.
stir the community, the Kennedy strategist moved in and
310) The Tri-Stoto Dofoorior Doers HO Tokio Itospoosliiillty for linoollciroi Manuscripts
took. charge. It was his idea to file the suits in court. It was
tor Photos. Porirltobori 1.ory Therstioy by Om Ifew Tri•Sort• Poblishin. Co. S....14
Kenedy strategy to wire the Justice Department for assie.
Sine Poesees Pew ot atoesthia, TO01101101141411, Under Actsf Mends 2,1175.
tance, all of which contributed to more interest in the race
Hatieee1 Advertishig Reereseiseetivee
•
in the last two weeks an had plagued the contest from the
AMALCAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC. -310 Madison avenue, New Ydivit,ri, N.Y.
start. Actually there was opposition built up in Gary
over "outside" assistance, but the entrance of the RIM
SE111111111.0011,000 )(MOE'S IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
sharpshooter changed all this. Hs localized the issues and
brought them into focus. The significant thing here is that
the expertise for keeping Gary in the Democrat's coltunn
now go to the Junior Senator from New York. This also
means that any party obligations out of Gary will newt.,
go there. What started out as a HHH coup has given away
to the operation and skill of the Kennedy machine.
HAPPENINGS: There were dignitaries aplenty when Super
In a long analysis of black power redress. He had neither political power
Jet Foods, Inc cut the ribbon for its supermareet in saidat the annual dinner of the Southern nor civil rights to be respected.
more early this week Herman Smith. the mastermind Of the
Regional Council in Atlanta, Dr. Kendrew in Just oodles of folk for the luncheon spread, and
idea
Dr. Clark is not only wrong in his I
neth B. Clark, noted New York psycocktail party afterwards.
historical reference, his whole thesis on I
The District NAACP has joined the Capital office of Snick.
chologist, denounced the movement as a
black power is defective in logic and hisare 'broke. Could it be that the Brother here feels that
Both
"shoddy moral product disguised in the
torical perspective. The movement is not
he has all the civil rights and doesn't need any organizagaudy package of racial militance" but
tions . . . There is a concerted effort being prepared by
a "shoddy moral product," as he bomgrounded in a genuine fear of the elimnew City Council to get more money out of congress.
the
bastically puts it. It is a call for the
ination of racial segregation.
The nine members feel that all of their efforts will be
gathering of the tribe under one tent.
Ineffective on the present budget allowed .. . Still basking
He called on thoughtful Negroes to Jews have done it and have prospered
in the glory of the recent testimonial to him is Bishop
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
refuse to be "cowed into silence by un- under that golden principle of racial coSmallwood E. Williams, pastor of the Bible Way Church.
CALL THAT RELIGION?
realistic Negro racists." He warned that hesion. The Irish have done it and have
He's been around Washington since 192'T when he started
There's an interesting discus. That scurrying you see over
as a street corner preacher
they could become accessories in leading promoted their political fortunes to the
sion beginning to gain ground
staff rustling up funds for housing
Weaver's
is
Bob
HUD
at
these
parts
circles
in
in
Negro
the nation back to the racial separatism ultimate possibilities. So have all the
development in Gary. Before the election, Weaver, presumnowadays. It revolves around
and white advantage of the post-Recon- other groups that make up this melting
the question of "whether the
ably on orders from high up, huddled with Dick Hatcher
Christian religion is losing its
struction era.
pot called America.
and promised that if he, Hatcher, got elected federal funds
By
former influence among Newould be forthcoming.
WHITNEY YOUNG, JR.
groes?"
The cry of black power, he said,
Until the Negro acquires power,
TABLE CHATTER: Walter Davis, labor's education chief,
represents a bitter retreat from racial economic and political, his rights will be
The pros and cons are
has post returned from a stint in Europe... Noticed dinstrong on both sides of the
integration and is today's equivalent transgressed and his plea for equality
ing at Watergate East: Rev. Claude Murphy, the underissue. A lot of evangelistic and
world minister and his bride-to-be, blonde Minnie Proctor
of Booker T. Washington's willingness and full integration will remain largely i
missionary-minded
m i nisters
of &lye.- Spring Maryland who was one of the few Negroes
and
are
church
fundamentalists
to accommodate to white racism.
in the realm of legal fiction.
Henry Arrington, the Miami lawyer, might have
"flying,
For the first time in our • She lost. That is the point. prone to argue loudly that faith
accompained his friend, Dr. Martin Luther King when he
Dr. Clark argued that
Booker T. Washington did not ac- history, Negro candidates have We can talk all we want in Christianity is just as strong
Negroes
among Negroes today as it
planed for England to accept an honorary degree from a
have always faced a basic dilemma over commodate white racism. He used his been elected mayors of major about numbers of votes Mrs. ever was. They point out that
cities. Carl B Stokes, mayor. One of the happiest of persons
university in Newcastle
whether to persist in seeking their oratorical skill and witticism to build elect of Cleveland and Richard Hicks got, or the shady deal- non-religious or non-Christian
released was Sylvesta Roberts
were
when
Giles'
Brother
the
are just receiving
rights as human beings or to accommo- Tuskegee, one of the greatest industrial G. Hatcher, mayor-elect of ings of the machine in Gary Negroes
Silver Spring Maryland who was one of thse few Negroes
of
more
publicity
mowaday
than
date to resistance and withdraw from institutions the world has ever seen. Gary, now join the many other which resulted in court orders heretofore.
who worked in the early days in the boys' behalf. Sylvesta
talented Negroes who hold against ball-box tampering. But
still has many of the original records which she maintained
the struggle.
He did it out of sheer economic neces- important governmental posithis is not important when On the other side there are
as financial secretary. She is Mrs. James Roberts, wife of
sity and to prove to the white people of tions.
seen in the light of the final those who note the rise of such
"In many ways," he observed, "the
the
D. C. medic . . D. Parke Gibson, the New York pubAlabama that black men had the requi- It was a wonderful day, and results. Bigots were shown groups as the Black Muslims,
problems of race relations in America
licist, is readying a hot promotion with his client, Columbia
proclaiming
allegiance
to
the
minority,
to
be
an
ineffectual
site mentality for self-help, self-develop- one Negro disk jockey proMohammedan's spiritual leader
Pictures. Parke, who comes out of the Negro press never
today are similar to those of the postclaimed the joyful day-after and candidates in big-city elec- Allah. They note how many
ment and self-sufficiency.
tions
thought
of
as
anti-Negro,
fails to recognize its value and influence . . . Say goodbye
the elections as "National Soul
Reconstruction period of the late 19th
Negroes have been quickly
to Gerri Major who is leaving New York to hold down the
all lost.
Day."
Negroes
Brother
prone to follow the lead of .,,such
Washington's dynamism, his innate
century, which continued and intensified
Paris office for her firm replacing Charles Sanders who is
over the country had reason to So let's not concentrate so religious cultists as Father
through World War I." The historical ability and his achievement in the field rejoice, for the election results much on the backlashers. I Divine, Daddy
already home in Chicago.
Grace,
and
hope the press will finally
parallel is incorrect. The post-Rdcon- of industrial education made him one of meant more to them than just
others of similar ilk. The conCONFERENCE A-COMING: — The Vive President's
in high posi- understand that they have been clusion drawn is that the mass
having
Negroes
office has taken more than a passing interest in the upstruction period was, outside slavery, the most powerful men that America
played
up
too
much.
They
lost
tions.
Negro is ready to follow any
coming conference here in December. Sponsored by the
the most tragic moment for the Negro has ever produced. Were he alive today, These results were a perfect in 1964; they lost in 1967.
promise of relief and salvation.
Sengstacke
Publication of which this newspaper is a part, it
in American history. It was a period he would be one of the leading apostles indication of the very real They are strong, but I think It has also been noted
will be geared to business men and it bids fair o raise some
legitimate political power it has now been proven that that the class Negro those who
and
when he was persecuted, pushed around of economic and political power via the
questions that have not been raised before. A number of
the Negro community can when the chips are down, attend college and make some
and lynched without a single Congres- imperatives of racial unity and commit- wield in cooperation with liber- enough white citizens are will- showing in business and the
surprise guests are expected .. Whitney Yon" expressed
als and concerned conserva- ing to stand shoulder-to-shoul- professons, has a strong inthe feelings of a lot of the Brothers last week when he told
sional act to which he could appeal for ment.
tives.
a midwest audience that less than 5 percent of the Negroes
der with Negro citizens for clination to withdraw from the
spiritual environment of the
Carl Stokes won in Cleve- justice and decency.
in the United States have rioted, yet the remaining 5 per
older Negro and join the more
land because he was able to
cent
is indicted . . . Are here any other Negroes at the.Deconvince enough white voters The big, most important sophisticated churches, which
partment or Transportation other than Al Sweeney who just
that he was the best qualified message this election gives us place more stress on the social
went over there?
Louis Martin, the top Brother on the
man for the job. And many is that enough of the silent graces and status, than on that
Demo committee payroll has just returned from a whirlwhite voters have learned white majority will vote with "old time religion" that madt
The Milwaukee Common Council referendum, which would be held next ' to abandon a reflex kind of pre- Negroes to create a coalition Negroes of other generations
wind tour of American cities. Louie's inside report to the
where Negroes are stronger than that the back- shout "Hallelujah."
party biggies is that things actually look good for LBJ outfound it expedient, if not convenient, to March or April, would declare that the judice
involved. Real politicalpower lashers can muster.
Then there are those Negroes:
side of Washington . . Wiley Branton. the new poverty
delay action on the issue of open hous- council "shall not enact any ordinance comes through forging the kind
who have gone "way out", and
head here, is already telling intimates that the nroslems
majorisilent
white
say
the
accepted the atheistic attitudes
ing which it has refused to face square- which in any manner restricts the right I of alliances that a Carl Stokes I
are staggering. He's putting in 16 to 17 hours a day.
ty, because in matters of race of Communism. They don't
ly and forthrightly in the past. The de- of owners of real estate to sell, lease, created in Cleveland.
PORTABLE TYPEWRITER: Credit Larry Still and Jim'relations, it is silent. I'd esti- believe in life after death, and
There are any number of so• mate 80 per cent of white citi- deny the immortality of the
lay was caused by petitions demanding or rent private property."
my Booker for Keeping the matter of the Brother alive
what power is or how to get zens are indifferent and aloof soul. You'd be surprised how
among the President's Commission on Civil Disorders. Both
a referendum on the controversial matSuch a policy, of course, would also , it. Carl Stokes has showed all from the struggle for civil many p r esent-day Negroes
Still
an I Booker, ex-newsmen from the Negro press, prodded
ter.
affect zoning, condemnation, and urban of us that the way to achieve rights and equal opportunity. feel that way!
the Commission into huddling with the Negro press as tell
power is to be better than the
Then, there are those multiple
as its inclusion for the off-the-record session in upper New
The council had called a special renewal programs. The referendum is other guy, not to scare him Perhaps ten percent are ac- thousands of young Negroes who
York last weekend .
John Britton, another refugee frees
!riveting to act on the issue, which obviously intended to preserve the po- out of his wits, and to work tively involved in the fight, and have received virtually Iv)
another ten per cent are open meaningful
black
of
people
and
and
press,
kinds
the
who
is
all
now
doing a special Documentary in
with
sende-makkeep'
housing
and
licy
of
segregated
has aroused the city for 10 weeks. The
groups in a meaningful coali- bigots. Large numbers of white ing instruction in the principles
Sounds under a Foundation grant, is having his sleeve tug•
Councilmen told the press that they the council from doing anything about it.1 tion.
voters were forthcoming after of Christianity.
They
are
god by any number of offers . . . The Hotline went to court
so much controversy and hate religious illiterates in the
had the votes to pass a weak open
in Pittsburgh recently. A lawyer fighting a school plan.
Milwaukee has a hard core of Ger- I hope that one of the results had been stirred up is a tribute worst sense. Their concept of
housing law. But five hours before the
entered The Column as evidenced which described the way
man-American,Polish-American, Hun- of this election will be the to the good sense and ultimate God is virtually non-existent.
the affluent Washington Brother was using the D.C. plan to
death of the blacklash score. decency of the
meeting, petitions signed by 27,000 perAmerican No doubt this is a partial
garian-American segregationists who In the months preceding the
explanation of the half-world
escape ghetto schools. "Mr. Datrooth says it right here in
people.
sons were presented to the council deof hippies and other weirdies
fled their native land to seek freedom election we heard all sorts
the paper," the lawyer intoned as he offered the clipping in
manding a referendum on the matter.
how And while we are at it, let's they have created. Maybe that'
evidence . . Then there's the story about the bird that had
and self-dignity in America. These are of dire predictions about
solid white voting blocs would not forget the South. Some lo- why so many younger Negroes
a hole in the middle of its nest. It loved laying eggs, but
are
willing
Negroes,
and
'me petitions were filed by the the people who are leading the opposi- crush Negro candidates.
won
by
anxious
to becal races were
simply
hated kids. Which brings us back to the rallying cr:‘
come
looters and rioters. Mayand in many states and localiMilwaukee Citizens Civic Voice, an or- tion to freedom of residence and whose
In Boston, one of the candi- ties there were Negro firsts. be that's why so many go
Squrim, baby. squirm.
ganization which has been unflagging hatred of the Negro citizen is without dates for mayor, Mrs. Louise
A Virginia doctor became the around with "rocks in their
Hicks. was generally described first Negro elected to the House jaws" . . . looking like they
in its opposition to fair housing. The parallel.
as a backlash candidate. She of Delegates since 1891, while are mad at the world and all
had fought against steps which Mississippi now has 22 Negro that is therein.
would have integrated Boston's office-holders, all
but one As a looking (television) and
school system. and most com- chosen in the last four months. listening (radio) generation
the young Negro of today is
mentators predicted that she
missing one important third
democracy
like
me
looks
to
would role up a massive anti- It
Negro vote. She did role a large showed a lot of skeptics that of his ingredients for growth
The tragic death of 15-year-old Lela I her to a hospital she was dead.
minority of the vote, hut she it can work. It was truly a . . . he's missing inspired adGREENSBORO, N. C — The "Student power is a search
vice from true Christians.
victory for America.
lost.
Fulwiley, who was refused admission
recent interest in Student Pow- for ways 50 means where
An autopsy was performed and the
and had to face the run-off" er is
really an outgrowth of the students can determine the
to Cook County Hospital following a pathologist found no signs of venereal
on Nov. 2nd,
civil
rights revolution, a meet- role they are to play. To some
this
Personally, I hope that
diagnosis of her case, is disgraceful and disease. The cause of death was "Peritoelection will not result in a ing of college personnel deans extent, these roles have nol
inexcusable. She was sent to the hospi- nitis due to a ruptured gangrenous ap"run-off" from basic demo- was told here.
been defined," added Waes.
time, in my 45 years of voting cratic principles; that all men
Dear Defender:
tal with a note from a private physician pendicitis."
( and what a hard-won pri- are created equal in a "runindicating "possible acute appendicitis."
respects "difference vilege, for mere females, it off' from basic democratic Robert Van Waes, associate "As for
In the face of the evidence of wrong No one
the fear of studiet
of opinion" more than I do- was, way back then) that I've principles; that all men are secretary of the
American
power,"
he
said, "there is
asdiagnosis,
the
director
of
admitting
servShe was turned down on the
when that oponion is based v oted for the person who created equal under law, even
Association of University Pro- always fear of something peoupon
fact
—
as
opposed
to
"should win,- rather than the though some of us have been
sumption that her abdominal pains were ices at Cook County Hospital had the
rumor, and when it is "freely"
who was "sure to win." obliged to try harder for fessors, said many persons be- ple do not understand. Just
induced by venereal infection. Both of audacity to say that the physicians who arrived at by individual citi- one
come concerned that students like the term 'black Power'.
our opportunities.
the doctors who examined the girl at examined the 15-year-old girl were clini- zens who have learned the I'm still convinced that Mr. No matter which of the who part;cipate in civil
rights
Willis brought more of the
difference.
candidates win the demonstraVons might be penal- "It is hard to grow old and
Cook County agreed on a diagnosis of cally justified in their diagosis.
Thus I'm not "cancelling real issue to the attention of Mayoralty
"salpingitis" an infection of the tubes
my subscription" to the Tri- our total populace than all the run-off, he will have learned ized by civil and college author- it is hard to be young," said
There is no acceptable excuse for
Mayoralty
candidates more from his "dissenters" ities.
State
Defender, as readers often other
Waes. It is my belief that
leading to the ovaries.
this medical misjudgement in Lela's do when their personal views combined, and that his non- than from supporters, and will
students
are concerned about
shape his official course acwas
a
election
defeat
for
his
problems of
collide
The
with
those
term
"student
the
editorial
power"
of
a
is
fundamental
is
too
case.
medicine
far
ada
shot
of
Modern
given
penicillin
was
She
slogan: ALL cordingly, Accordingly I would really an attempt by the American life. They are rest,favorite newspaper, because we simply stated
this
good
wish
to
all
extend
the
science
of
detection
of
hua
vanced
in
and told to go later to venereal disease
didn't agree on the same can- THE PEOPLE WORKING TO- Memphians: MAY THE BEST students to define their role less and looking for &sewers.
GETHER.
clinic. Lena was found unconscious in man ailments to exuse a gilem death on didate for Mayor.
on the campus, Waes told the They are puzzled with some of
VOTER WINI
I felt to be more justified than All the people-including those
N. C. Personnel Association the solutions that are provided.
her bed the neyt morning. By the time mere confusion. The matter needs to be yours
in supporting Mayor who were too lazy or indifYOUR RESPECTFULLY meeting at A&T State Univer- That's the traditional task of
a fire department ambulance delivered thoroughly investigated.
tIngram. Nor was it the first ferent to vote in the Primary.
MARGARET VALIAN
the young."
sity.
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MSU's Delta Chapter Gives Benefit Dance
The Epsilon Kappa Chapter Merritt, corresponding secre- Other members are Nettle ma Porter, Gloria Bridgeforth.
treasurer: Marmon, Norma Massey, GlorialCarlyn Walton, Thelma Nelms.
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority tary; Brenda Rawls,
Yvonne Webb, general corn- Neilson, Sara Baker, Shira and Linda Jones. The advisor
for the sorority is Mrs Emma
located at Memphis State univ. mittee chairman Alteena Fos Hobson and Betty Burton.
Prunous
CurPope,
Ella
are
Pledges
Historian.
sponsored "A Tropical Night ter,
—at the TM, on Nov. 9.
The dance was given to finance the various service proj-

maim SOURION WHIM • Ili PROOF • 01965, OLD CHARTER DIST. CO.. LOOIEV1U/.

ects which the sorority sponsors throughout the year. The
first of these projects will be
a Thanksgiving party for the
children's ward of the John
Gaston Hospital.
Christmas cards and gifts will
be sent to 96 troops who are
fighting in Viet Nam.
The chapter will also participate in a service project on
the MSU campus Dec. 19. Each
sorority will serve coffee and
donuts to the faculty and administration who will still be
working in spite of the Christmas vacation.

DELTAS Ag BENEFIT
DANCE — Delta
Sigma
Theta Sorority, Memphis
State chapter and pledgees
after their benefit dance at
the Tiki Cinb are pictured

The National
City Elections
The recent city elections
throughout the country dem•
onstrated
some
remarkable
things. In Gary, Indiana, for
example, a city of 178,000 just
south of Chicago, the people
elected a Negro for the first
time in history, as mayor. in
the hopes of Offing a better
and fairer shake. The city
was controlled by an untiescribably corrupt machine called the Krupa Organization.
This is what Negro Richard G.
Hatcher brought in the Democratic Primary and won.
In a racist city that voted
for George Wallace in 1964,
Hatcher campaigned against
gambling, p r ostitution
and
Although
crooked p o 1 itics.
the margin was slender (39,330
to 37,941) he was the victor—
and that's what counts Hatcher secured 95 per cent of the
Negro vote and about 12 per
cent of the white vote or approximately the same as Mayor
Ingram secured here in Memphis.
In Cleveland, Ohio, a 40
year old self-made Negro by
the name of Carl Stokes, who
was born in the city's worst
slum, and whose mother's injunction was "Study so you'll
be somebody," went to the
University of Minnesota and
a local law school. He read a
book about minorities which
said, "If a man pulled himself
up by the help of a rope he
could often gain a foothold in
the system. The higher he
climbed the higher he could
reach for another pull upward."
Recent mayors (in cities
other than Memphis) have
lacked the spark to meet our
cities' pressing problems. Most
of them involve the Negro, because the white increasingly is
moving into suburbia. People
would come to city hall in
Cleveland and say, "What can
we do to help?" But the spark
is missing. It is hoped that
Stokes will give this spark of
a different nature, after three
years of rioting, on the part of
frustrated, bottled up human
Wags who have the God given
right to have their needs met
If at all possible.
Memphis do.ssn't necessarily
need a Negro mlyor per se,
but it needs one who is sensitive
to the Negro needs. It needs a
mayor who understands urban
problems of which the Negro
is becoming increasingly a
pertinent part.
The elections in the North
have demonstrated that it is
the ballot box where the greatest gains can be made.
The coalition between the Negro, the white and the intellectual can yet win the day. if
these men are not "bought."
''ham strung," "Hog tied," or
put in an inpasse by the "establishment" as so many have
been before. It is at least a
challenge of hope to a long
.• down trodden people, in a cenkv tury of despair.

Xmas Funds
The Mallory Knights Cheri•sec table Organization is in its
--• 17th annual drive to provide
toys, food and clothing to the
needy of the community at
Christmas, and Harry L. Strong,
the director, says donations are
needed if the youngsters are
Dot to be disappointed.
Funds should be mailed to
380 Hernando Street, Memphis.
33126.
Persons in the downtown
area will be able to make
donations to the organization
at a booth which will be set
up at the corner of Main and
Beale.

:
2

here with John Shaw who
has
been
as
selected
-Flame of the Month." He
will be presented with a
plaque by the sorority this
week in the Memphis State

Student Center. Seen here
from left are Ellas Pole,
Linda Jones, Casette Rogers, Judy Moore, Brenda
Rawls, Yvonne Webb, John

Shaw, Deborah Greene,
Norma Massey, Nettie Marmon, Carma Porter, and
Shire Hobson. (PHOTO BY
CONTINENTAL)

SOME ARE LIKE THAT

Tick-tock...tick-tock...

the Bourbon that
didn't watch the clock!

CHA
TER
OLD
Kentucky's Finest Bourbon
7years old

Presently there are 13 members of the sorority on campus
and six pledges or Pyramids
as they are called.
The members are Deborah
Greene, president; Judy Moore,
vice-president, and dean of
pledges; Dorothy Jonec, • assistant dean of pledges; Cozette
Rogers, s e e retary; Delois

BIG STAR
Where Yea're
Always
Among Friends

QUALITY STAMPS
Mean Extra Savings
For You Always
When You Shop BIG STAR

BAKERY
PRODUCTS
The fact that you never mentioned you wore false teeth doesn't worry
me one bit, Harold darling. We all have our shortcomings in some
way or other.

leek For Them
at BIG STAR

FRESH
DAILY
AT
27- BIG STAR

BIG
SAVINGS

BUYING and SELLING!
14*
144

White
Sandwich
Bread, 1' lb

27c

White Open Top Bread 1 4 Lb. 22C
White Open Top Bread 1 -lb. 150
White Sandwich Bread 11
4-1.b. 23C
/

NEW HOME OR
HOUSE TRAILER ...
BUY OR SELL IT,
FASTER, EASIER
AND CHEAPER...

CLASSIFIED ADS
DO THE JOB!
Day after day, year after year, our classified

section creates a tremendous respons,for everything from
mobile homes to baby carriages. Advertise your needs
here. Our Want Ads pull!

FRESH DAILY AT BIG STAR

BIG
SAVINGS
.8 CT. Pkg.
HAMBURGER BUNS

250
Hot Bog Buns 8's 25C
HAMBURGER BUNS 12's 21C
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DEFENDER
Wheatley club at her home on
Boyd they welcomed Miss Harry Mae Simons, Mrs. B. J.
Mrs. Frederick
Smith
and
Rivers as new members. Margaret made the family group
of Mrs. 0. B
Braithwaite
complete, her daughter Augusta 1Mrs. Harry) Cash, is president of the group.

and gifts given her by Margaret Rivers, Jewel Speight,
Leath
Jones, Inez
Woods,
Jobsetta Kelson,
who along with

Alma
Addle

Booth

Jones'
and yours truly enjoyed some
of Jewel's famous shrimp
creole' with her one evening.
Found the YWCA International Festival which we atOther ladies partaking of the tended with Alma Booth and
turkey dinner and admiring the her mother, Mrs. C. M. Roulfrom the invites and the dress!the bridge fest and dinner hostess in her smart pants out- bac just delightful. 'Twas a
was keyed to the theme, "It's, were Vera Clark, Mary Robert- fit were Miss Allison Vance, refreshing evening with an inRound Up Time." Outfits rim son. Vera Stevenson. Jessie Miss Isabel Greenlee, Miss ternational buffet dinner of Hun-I
the gamut of blue, maroon, Presley, Eleanor Currie. Ber- Laurence Patterson, Miss Mat- gamin Schrazy, which is suc.and beige jeans, dressed up tha Dillard, Jean Yarbrough, tie Bell, Mrs. 0. M. Roulhac, culent baked steak rolls filled
t western ties, cowgirl mini- Wiliha Campbell along with Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr., Mrs. with chopped vegetables, chick1 skirts, long legged boots, gui• guests Ruth Mims, and Rose Clarence Pope, who won the, en Rignanto, from Greece,
tars dressed up hombre suits' Nell Iles.
from
India, tossed
club prize a fruit juice set; Mrs. Pullaj
of blue jean and red kerchief
'Peter Jones, Mrs. Charles F.1 salad, coffee or tea and home
When
the
Les
Uniques met
holsters with six shooters no
Olgesby, Mrs. E. C. Craigen,,
SEE PAGE 9
e
i less, all which blended in with Joanne Osborne they re- Mrs. E. L. Crittenden, Mrs.'
plea
to
remernsponded
to
the
decora'handsomely
with
the
W.
W.
Gibson,
and
Mrs.
A. W.
I
'tions of cactuc, cowboy hats ber our men in Viet Nam and
Sr.
MAE MRCP 101119111
the
evening
spent
wrapping
Willis
'
and boots in the basement of
.
Guests were Mrs. Thomas
OMNI to..
.n.
,the homestead, and the well. gifts and addressing Christ- Watkins, whose
prize was also f
Z
to mas cards to them.
stocked
bar
lent
its
support
i
What a marvelous idea! A a fruit juice set, and Mrs
Ithe Western atmosphere.
i
doff of the wig goes to Ann Theodore Lightfoot.
The spirit of the evening was Humphrey, D o r is
. . . Jewel
Hunter,
The art of Thanksgiving 1talents of Delores Lewis ancl. .
.
v
'41ressed
,.
is thanksliving. It is grati- Sarah Chandler were all in,infectious as Delores,
Carolyn McGhee, Ruby Purdy, Hulbert drove over Vother
in blue blouse, low slung Betty Rounds. Doris Tunstall, week-end to pick up her cousins
tude in action."
play when the girls lassoed breeches and toting two guns,
Les Girls Saturday night at and Saidh, wearing pink sad- Myra Wilson and Evelyn Va- Aurelia (Mrs. Lester) Ervin
WILFRED A. PETERSON Bar C Ranch on Quinn.
vasseur for their warmth and who had luxuriated in Hot
die pants and matching striped
We're
sure Springs for two weeks. On the
CLUB NOTES...The artistic Les Girls took their clues b!ouse,- greeted their favorite!thoughtfulness!
their kindness will be deeply way back to the Bluff City they
folks who descended to the
appreciated by the servicemen. stopped off in Little Rock and
meeting place striking the,
downtown•union
young chatted with their cousins the
Another group of
cowbell which hung over he
ladies
reaching
out
and
think- W. L. Jaffretts who are well
southland mall
properly
steps, thus being
mg beyond themselves bears known morticians there.
announce •
Ithe name Rubaiyats and they Aurelia has been on the road
; The best was still yet to are in the midst of their pro- from her home in Phoenix for
come.. those thick charbroiled ject to keep transportation roll- about six weeks already and
'strip steaks, which the mates ing for blind adults attending is still traveling. Before she
of the hostesses Harold Lewis Adult Basic Education classes went to the spa she had been
and Horace Chandler broiled at Georgia Avenue School. in Oklahoma, her native home
out on the range, baked beans, They met with Clara Parker state where she has oil holdfashion specialists in sites
slow, hot rolls and coffee and Evelyn
Mays to get ings. From here she has gone
After the girls had saliated their tickets, which they are to D.C. to visit her niece
18 to 0 and 161
/
2 to 32/
1
2
themselves with the western now busily selling which allows Philomene Kirk, a nurse who
pretties
were you a chance to make a con- works on Howard's campus
supper, the
cleared away for games. And tribution to the project and also and from there she'll go the
such hilarious games they an opportunity to win a twen- Wichita to visit her sister and
were, Gladys Reed and Evie ty-five dollar gift certificate.
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Horton won chin belts, and Peggy Brewer is president Grady Cooke.
coincidentally it was a waist- of the Rubaiyats. The others While here, Jewel's friends
line contest! Dot Evans won are Lorene Buford, Anne Cur- kelPt her on the go. There was
cologne for fitting the boot tis, Lavonia Deberry, Helen lunch at the Luau with Harriett
puzzle together first, and Eve- Green, Erdine
Mose and Maceo Walker and Ruth
Hall,
1j,in Robertson, proved to be Yvonne Hooks, Mary Hudson, Lewis; the Holiday Inn Dinner
abreast of current happenings Betty Payne, Mary Rhodes, Theatre with Orphelia Byas
and won cologne in the Jeo- Maxine Shipp, Mattie Taylor,
pardy game.
Gloria Ward, Jewel Walker,
The final game was PlaYed,Doris Walls, Beverly Smith and
,solo by new mother Evie Hor- I GIoria Young.
,ton who was suprised with the And still another one bf
youthful styling is the keymany gifts for her little son humanitarian groups is abusy
note of this basketweave
,Christopher Randoplh. Little working on a project. The
woof with bonded lining .
Chris now has a Little League Memphis Chapter of Links,
modified tent look is
outfit for the time when he Inc., is presenting "Arms and
can play ball with his dad. the Man," a satire on the
achieved by three deep inOdell. and brother Odell, Jr. romatic view of life by George
verted pleats . . . rhineAnd he just has lots of things Bernard Shaw. The play will
stone buttons add a holiday
for the cuddly stage he's 'now be presented by the Memphis
enjoying, bottle warmers, dress State University Players SunFlavor. ..choose frost
up diapers, stuffed animals, day December 3, in the Memwhite or jet black.
rubber toys, sweater outfits. phis State Auditorium.
You name it.
Addie Junes, is president of
MAIL ORDERS':
Other Les Girls not horsing the Memphis Chapter of the
Add 50a postage plus 41'e tan
around with the games and national philanthropic group;
for Tenn. delivery.
food were Elsie Branch, Maria;Jewel Speight, chairman of
Pinkston, Helen Cooke, Gloria the project; Pat Shaw, coLindsey, Julia Wilmore and chairman. Julia Atkins, chairMrs Catherine's new revelYkg
yours truly .
man of tickets, and Harriett
charge ... nothing down
Fannie West directed the Walker, chairman of publicity.
6 months to
bridge gathering of the FlaYou may get tickets from
mingoes at the Sheraton-Motor any of the following members:
• setaral wolfs* {4-44
Inn t'other Saturday night. Alma Booth, Lilliam Campbell,
• RCA Automats
Palates were stimulated with
B a rtholomew, Helen
a turkey dinner and excite- Hayes, Jewel Hulbert, Johnetment was high over the prizes ta Kelso, Margaret Rivers,
Phosphor gives unsurpassed
of lingerie and blouses which Roberta Ratcliffe, Mai Ratbrightness
went to Warliese Horne, Reo cliffe, Ruth Lewis, Thelma
35%
Rita Jackson, Ada Jackson anchCoates, Cliffie Bonds, Orphelia
guests Martha Flowers, Odis-Byas, Marian Gibson or Grace
64 SO. MAIN
• 527.6436
UNION AVE. •
1192 UNION
• 274.2065 .
tine Herndon, and Nora Jack- 'Young, Althea Price.
WHITEHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 31E4064
son.
And when Mrs. Anna Belle
Other Flamingoes enjoyingiAlleyne entertained the Phyllis

Society
Merry
Go-roun

aaa •a paa

0WORT 383

cRMA LEE LAWS

IF YOU
AN FlN ;
, ABETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT'

*V.*

CSS

CASH

AND

CARRY

1x8 105 Skiing
SOW
(Piece Built-in Cupboard
$16.95
- 39c
2x7, 2x8 Plywood
4x7, 4x8 Plywood —.... .....
994
"
Motorola Color TV /I SIMI "'"*.ve $399
lx6, lx8 No. 2 Cedar Ctr, Match 81191
Post Formed Counter Tops —.tit it. $1.911
Plastic Counter Topping
19c
4x8 Pre Fin. Luso Paneling 82.99
.4x8 Unlidehed Psalm
$1.811
4x8 %" Ile. Chipboard ---- $2.89
White Ceiling Tile •
. Pir fk 8c
lx3 YP Flooring N°'2 a 14tter."4 849M
11
/
2 No. 2 Oak Flooring Short
$49M
Storm Doors 14. ......sacb $19.95
White Pk* Decking h12
Cedar Siding 1.). Chaim.' Rustier ••••.••••••••$69M
:1:015t:catt Wall IfoototoReq. 11195 ....se. $19.95
Armstrong Embossed Lin'leum 3: $2.99
VA Floor Tile
*. $5.49
Antique Kits A.°. $4"
--1199
G-E "Snooz-Alarm" Clocks
$3.98
Hollywood St.
Pleridg St.
Stem Only
Stew* Owly
1 Carload
Color TVs
.214 Random
Leagtb Cedar

-Refrigerators

$3914

AT COST!!

•

Open Saturday 'til 5 p.m.

1

frost white

textured wool

INVIMINSIS,71tHeetellei

25.00

sizes 161,4 to 26%

r

MAYEN
RV CONE
IN COLOR
TELEVISION
FOR OVER
TEN YEMS

23" RECTANGULAR COLOR TV
With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube,the newest

advance in color TV! Brighter picture!

pay.

Color Purifier "cancels*
magnetism
• Simplified Calor-Ovick Toning
• Rare-earth
• New SWor Seperbrito Tub*

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •

GIGANTIC
END
1.00% Human Hair

-MIS MASTICS VOICE"

BY

Mon Claire

14 North Melo street
Comte of Corn, and Mein (Downstairs) 527-3619

See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color:
Sept. 16 SMU vs. Ti... AGM
Nov. 4 Pilleinohis State vs.
Flerid• St.
Sept. 23 Miami vs. Northwestern
Nev.
11
Georgia
vs. Florld•
Sept. 30 Maryland vs. Oklah•nn•
Co. 7 Ole Nils vs. Afaisaness Nev. 18 UCLA vs. Seeth•rn Cal
Nev. 23 Oklahoma vs. Nebraska
Oct. 14 Tennessee vs.
Gee rgi• Tech
Nov. 25 Arkansas vs. Taxes Toth
Oct. 21 Arkensasvs. Tenet
Nov. 25 Washington vs.
Wash. State
Oct. 31 Notre Dame vs.
Dec. .2 Army vs. Navy
Michigan St.?.
Dec.

OF SEASON SALE!

Pi

us

• NFL Pro Games
• •F I. Pro Om roes

• Werld Series

9 Pierida vs. Miami

• All Bowl Games
▪ Geir Teisnraments
• New Fell TV Skews

•4

WATCH NOW -PAY LATER!
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'til NEXT YEAR

HAWN
23" Early American Color Console
• RCA Solid Integrated Circuits
• Antiqued Colonial Maple
• Suporbrito Hi-lit. Picture Tuhes
• Tint controls are colisr keyed

56
AcEAppumq co.
GH 677
:3 DIAGONAL TUIIE
715 SQ. IN. AMA

America's First Choice In Color TV

1

L. N. GATLIN

EAST
I
3431 Siontiner
Phone 324-4406

••••••-

I

•••

t

WHITEHAVEN
4255 Hwy. SI So.
Phone 396-0993

FRAYSER
1111 Mr... (Hwy. SIN)

Phan, 3311-4511S

LAMAR
2374 latn•r
Phone 324-6116

Phone
for
QUICK
Delivery!

ould you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN BARN CASH FOR THOSE
SCHOOL ITEMS
Ill Ii tks order bleak today, sail start the Deluder coming to yea weekly.
Mother's

Mt

Address
Number at papers waited weekly
..
Phes limber
Mall to: TRI•STATE DEFENDER 236 South Welk/tee Street Mem his, Tomos

THU TRIleSTATI MINDER NEWSSTAND DIRICTORY
The TrI•State Meader eels Oa Sale Each Marshy At The FeIloilo( Location:
ALM/EDER SUNDRY
31? Wadi
ALil&LE CASH GROCERY
N2 WeIlleren
5274150
BUNGALOW SUNDRY
3092 CheleAs
EI.ILIT'S DRUG STORE
21147 bead &years
1111W11 SUNDRY
NI Levileedele
1136.0040
Free Delivery Opee I Dere
11 shim.•12 s.m.
COLLEGE ST. SUNDRY
1140 Celle,'
CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION
SHOP
330 Von's
EWING ESSO SERVICE
STATION
84? Mississippi
FORD ROAD DRIVE4N
3199 Ford Reed
GEORGE WALKER'S NEWS
1101 eirC111160
*OLDEN'S SUNDRY
2333 Perk Ave.
321.9322
GOSS PHARMACY
448 Welker Avenue
HAWKINS GRILL
1247 E. MeLemere
J. B. SUNDRY
111 Yenee Armoire
JtL DRIYE.IN GROCERY
$101. Perinnty E.
/EPPERSON GROCERY
,4791 Plan Lek* Rd.
JIFFY SUNDRY
. 2309 Perk Avon*
404101
Illpitedy Delivery
PARK KWICK DRIVE INN GPM
2258 Perk Ave.
BELLEVUE 7AI DRIVE INN GPO.
• 1504 S. lIellevert
J&J$UP4DRY
2115 Ch•Isee Ave.
ARSON GPO.
•
0 Weaver Rd.

KAUFFMAN DPI VEIN
GROCERY
1297 Lowdettlele
ELONDYKE FOOD
CENTER
1287 Voltam/No
276.9509
Frost+ Amos & Volo.
RLONDTRE SUNDRY
1208 Velleetiee
2724112
Free Deliver,
I. & N SUNDRY
142 Stherege
Mei:10111EN SUNDRY
349 Vote*
MAGNOLIA SUNDRY
2017 Boyle Avenue
MODEL LAUNDRY
204 W. Brooke
NEWS MART
istetesirers & Newspopers
All OH ef Town News.
'tepees
ION. Mein
5264648
ORIOLE DRUG
1014 lollealsolp.4
942-1712
Pr.,. & Dii. Sefvfoe
POST OFFICE •
BEALE BRANCH
PANTAZI DRUG st
209 Beale
PROSPECT REXALL
2243 S. Bellevue Blvd.
ROYAL SUNDRY
2495 Carnes
ROSEWOOD PHARMACY
1915 Leuderdel•
ROSE LYNN SUNDRY
429 S. Orleans
SANDERS DRUG CO.
565 S. Pirliwiri E.
945-4531

RUSSELL RtiALL DRUG
1441 Cheleire
SILVER STAR
DRIVE4N GROCERY
115W.140001 194.
SUBURBAN DRUG
732 E. /As Lompoc,
948-4576
Pros. IL D.I. Sent,'
SUAREZ PHARMACY
1646 Thanes
525-8811 526.9727
PrescrIpHone & Dregs
STROZIER DRUGS
2142 Chelsea
2764388
Pres. & Del. Somas
SMITH SUNDRY
1447 Merles
SMITH'S TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
337 Mitehell Reed
TRIGG AVE.SUNDRY
4115 E. Tries
TRIPLE A SUNDRY
$03 Vence
sumintEs
3013 Johnsen Argent*
WI LLINGTON SUNDRY
WADLINGTON
251 E. MeLemors
WARES SUPERMARKET
226 W. &reek. Reed
WORLD NEWS CO.
Newspepere & haspostwee
Press All Trott'
115 Monroe Aimee,
3264920
LENOW SUNDRY
26 °relate
LINCOLN SUNDRY
652 Richmond
WELLINGTON ST. SUNDRY

ns S.
Parscorlirvas

S. Dellevvo GNI
LITTLE LIT! SUNDRY
1649 Lathers
GENERAL DRUGS
281 W. Mitchell

Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans

Contineed Frees Pap I
made
The
waii,
songs

goodies for dessert.
dances from India, HaIreland and Cuban Folk
were exhilarating.

Inlaid Linoleum •!Maid Vinyl
MANY PATTIRNS
FROM WHICH TO

Angie 1Mrs. J. G.) Hawkins
feted Either Jacocks Thornton
one of her former co-workers
at LaRosa School who is expecting the long legged bird
with an appropriate shower at
her home of Foster and assisting her as co-hostsases were
Lovie Jacocks, Carolyn Whitney, and Mary Seymour.

•

CHOOSE
EASY TERMS

Extra Special

anticipation
the
Enjoying
with the honoree were her
mother, Mrs. Alberta Jacocks,
her sister, Cleo Miller, Rev.
and Mrs. Creed Ashurst, Norma Ford, Winifred Franklin,
Vanessa Halloway, Ruth Mims,
Nellie Smith, Eloise Strong,
Evelyn Taylor, Amanda Washington, Ruth Thomas, Betty
Sykes, Betty Gillespie, Ann
Brewer, Arma Williams, Louise
Poston, Georgia Hunter, Easter
Sanders and Esther Haywood,
Angie's sister.

Shop in the convenienoe of
YOrr home. Let our deourstinE consultant advise Alta
you. No obligation.
TERMS ARRANOID TO
SUIT YOUR CONVENIENCE

MARINE AND WIFE—SecPretty Paulette (Mrs. Bern- ond Lieut. and Mrs. Waiter
ard) Porche' and her little Kenneth Bulls are seen here
at a party given recently in
Stephanie Elice are here from
Ft. Bragg, N. C., visiting her their honor. Commissioned
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John L. a second lieutenant in the
Brinkley, who're just carried
away with their adorable little
graddaughter. Bernie is serving
a stint with Uncle Sam and'
Paulette and the little one are',"
4.,
1
spending the holidays with her'/
folks,

United States Marine Corps
Nov. 9, he is stationed
now at Camp Barret, Va.
Both are graduates of Tun.
kegee Institute in Alabama,
class of 1967.

105%'CONTINUOUS
FILAMENT NYLON RUGS
OUARANTIED CUSHION
SACK—TWENTY COLORS

•
ommissloned

In The Marinesi

Custom Tailored
CUT & FIT ON
YOUR FURNITURE
IN YOUR HOME
LARGE SELECTION
PLAINS AND
PRINTED FABRICS

waiter Bulls

On the morning before his
graduation, he was married to
the former Miss Eva N. Knight
of Pensacola, Fla., in a church
wedding ceremony.
The bride was graduated
from Tuskegee on the same
day as her husband with a
Paulette is one of our honobachelor of science degree in
rary Co-Ettes and gave her
Walter Kenneth Bulls, son of English.
baby the name of one of her
Co-Ette 'Asters Elice Reese who Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Bulls
is now Mrs. Thomas Harris of 2969 Yale ave., has been
and living in Philadelphia. commissioned a second lieutenElice is the niece of Mrs. Inez ant in the United States MaHoyle. Quite coincidentally we rine Corps following a 10-week
related to Paulette that we'd Officers
Candidate
School ! The Willing Workers Club
heard from Elsie Archer who course which was completed on will present a Granny Party
reviewed her book, "Let's Face Nov. 9. Lieut. Bulls will be and Basket Raffle on Saturday,
It." for the Co-Ettes when stationed at Camp Barrett, Va., Nov. 25, at the home of Mrs
Paulette and Elice were mem- for about six months. T h e Sam Boyd of 2164 Stovall. The
bers, and she had mentioned camp is about 45 miles south of public is invited.
that Elice is now teaching Washington, D.C.
The affair will begin at 7:30
foods and clothing in Philly
The young Marine officer p.m. and barbecue and drinks
and had invited Elsie to visit W$s graduated from Tuskegee will be sold.
Institute in Alabama last May Mrs. Clara Dailey is presi.
her school
29 where he majored in history.'dent of the club.
here,
was
Midred Nichols
from Los Angeles along with
mother, Mrs. Juanita
her
Cleaves, from Long Beach and
uncles, John and Jesse Cleaves ,
for a family reunion with her
grandmother, M r s. M a t ti e,
Cleaves. While here Mildred
was guest of her friend from
high school days, Velma Lois
Jones at Old. West Dinner
Theatre where they saw "Pajama Tops" along with Zernia
Peacock, Bernice Rankins and
yours truly.

SLIP
COVERS

POR The INIONSST QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT THE VERY
.LOWIST PRICE WITH EASIIPT TERMS TO SUIT YOUR
. SUDEIT AND SAMPLES SHOWN IN YOUR HOME.

WILLIAMS
•

ILmiLui
ADE a, AWNING CO.

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Ads Be Your Guide

his
and
Robinson
Omar
Douglass Singers will appear
on the Ted Mack show January
1, or February 4. They'll do
"Surrey With The Fringe On
Top" and "Oklahoma." Expenses are running rather high
for the high school students
and they are welcoming contributions in care of Omar at
Douglass School. We're real
proud of the tremendous job
Omar has always done with
his music students.
Don't forget. Watch the show
both dates they're not sure
just which one it will be. The
group is going down to Miami
Dec. 12, to tape the show.
Send your contribution, love.

On a cold, windy night in 1893, a
man was rushed to Chicago's Provident
Hospital with a knife wound a fraction
of an inch from his heart.
On duty was the hospital's young
founder, Dr. Dan Williams. Instead of
administering the usual sedatives and
prayers, Dr. Williams summoned six of
its colleagues to help him make history.
It was a long shot. X-rays, sulphur
drugs, blood transfusion—today surgical
necessities—were little known medical
tools at the time. Yet, with great skill,
Dr. Williams performed the impossible:
the first successful heart operation. And
the patient lived.
any
Had it been any other hospital ordied
other surgeon, the man might have
within the hour. "Sewed up the human
heart", headlined a Chicago newspaper.
was a
That hospital operating room house
frame
small
long way from the
born.
outside Pittsburgh, where Dan wasfather
his
twelve,
By the time he was
had died and his mother had deserted.
So, Dan took to the road and settled
tctin Wisconsin as a barber. Scraping

gether enough money for an education,
Dan put himself through a local acedemy.
From Wisconsin he went to Chicago,
and with the help of a prominent family,
Dart Williams entered Northwestern
Medical School. He graduated in 1883
and opened an office on Chicago's
Southside.
In 1891, Williams founded the Provi•
dent Hospital, the first infirmary:n
to all patients and physicians, regardless
of race or creed.
From Chicago,Williams was called to
Washington to reorganize and head the
Freedmen's Hospital, then operated by
the Federal government. He organized
Freedmen's into departments, collected
a staff of twenty specialists, and created
the beginnings of a nursing school.
Under William's administration, this
once primitive institution housed in six
pre-Civil War buildings, soon became
the forerunner of our modern hospital.
Every time another heart operation
saves a life, it is a living tribute to one of
the truly great "Ingenious Americans".

Mrs. Eva Kate Chambers
was hostess to members of the
Las Mujeres Bridge club when
they met on Saturday night.
Nov. 11, at the Flame Restaurant.
Prise winners were Mrs. Florin* Sculkick, who won first
prize of a black umbrella; Mrs.
Lillie B. Rayner, who won the
second prize gold clutch wallet,
and winners of booby prizes,
Mrs. Frankie Gregory, a card
list book, and Mrs. Bettie Jean,
Powell, a brush set.
Winners of guest prizes were,
Mrs. Clara G. Hill, a black
umbrella, and Mrs. Annette,
Owens, a gold clutch wallet.
playing
m e m tiers
Other
bridge were Mesdames Bettye
Washington, [Arise Jones, Mae
Frances Martin and Therese
Browns.
Brown,
Grace
Mesdames
Margaret Thompson arid Willie
Bell Blanchard were the other

guests.
reporter.
BIG DONATION

TMI OLDTAnot DISTILL EV CO FRANKFORT& lOUISVIIICKY
rpouCirt.sresiGHT souesoN wsilsiar as PROOF
sculptured bust of Dr. D. H. Williams? It's 8" tell, mode of
Would you like to own this handsome
the complete Williams story. It costs $3.00(which Is what It
antique bronze cost stone, and carries
Old Taylor, Sox 4865, Grand Central Sta., N.Y., N.Y. 10017.
to:
order
money
costs us). Send check or

Every one you light you like

Mrs. Frankle Gregory is clubi

NORWICH, England — A
churchgoer slipped a farthing
(one-fourth of a cent) into the
collection plate at a local
church. Vicar J. H. Squibb
sold It for 40 pounds 16 shillings
($27.60). It turned out to be
a rare coin minted in 1863.

Viceroy's goodS taste
new quits.
toi 2 Wit
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Zdancewicz put the game out
CBHS 21, B.T.W.
For one half CBHS and Wash- of reach moments later when
ington fought on even terms :be knifed over from the one
about the same as in the 7-8 Washington made a game
game won earlier by the Bro- comeback, but in its efforts to
thers when the two elevens strike quickly via the pass lo
CITY CHAMPIONSHIP
the game no on a tackle-break- met. With the score tied at get back into contention had
The Red and Blue play-offs ing run of 73 yards by dimini- 7-7 for nearly three quarters, two drives to fizzle deep in
last week decided the divisional'tive quarterback Anthony Per- CBHS strcuk quickly and deci- CBHS territory.
A battle for one of the for- Another hot battle is undertitles and only the big prize kins. The Golden Wildcats add- sively over the last 13 minutes Washington's feared offense
ward posts on Lehloyne Co/-'way for a guard position with
remains, the city championship ed two more touchdowns in the of the game to bolt into the was contained most of the
Mt. Pisgah High School was Mrs. Fannie Branch; Dee
Etta lege's starting basketball five
of the Memphis Interscholastic second period, one on a six championship final with Mel- evening and appeared to move granted membership in the Mu 1Bledsoe,
daughter of Mr. and is developing between two for- •Teteran Bobby Todd, a 84
Athletic Association.
only after a Brothers' score. Alpha Theta National High Mrs. John Bledsoe
yard burst by Robert Ttmstall. rose.
and Annetta mer local high school stars — junior from Father Bertrand
The crucial match is set for Just before the half, expired Duane Donahoo and Jay The Warriors came back like School and Junior College Eddings, daughter
of Mr. and Jackie Robinson, a sophomore facing stiff competition from
Memorial Stadium Friday night Perkins hooked up on a 22 Freeman, unsung heroes in a a hurricane to tie the game Mathematics Club to become Mrs. Charles
Eddings; Henri from Hamilotn, and William freshman Jeff Alexander, a
between CBHS and Melrose. yard pass play with end Ronald backfield which includes the after CBHS took a 7-0 lead. the third county school granted'Jean Brown,
daughter of Mr. Carter, a freshman from Mel- 5-11 All-State performer from
The Brothers copped the Red Truitt to give Melrose a com- talented Paul "Skeeter" Gowen Ray Chapman culminated an a charter, and the first High and Mrs.
John R. Brown; Mar- rose.
Canton, Miss. this is a hurtDivision crown in a tension- fortable 19-6 intermission ad- and Jackie Liancewicz, scored 88-yard drive when he pulled School in tie county to be tin
Moore, son of Mr. and The lanky 6-4 Robinson has ing spot, and Coach Johnson
filled struggle with Booker T. vantage.
key touchdowns for the Bro- in a short pass from Walter granted a charter along with Mrs. Henry Moore; Clyde Gran- a year's experience with the shifted Todd from forward tn
Deadmon on the CBHS eight only two other predominantly
Washington, 21-7, last week The weight edge held by thers.
derson, son of Mr. and Mrs. LeMoyne Magicians and proved an effort to fill this gap. .4.
yard line and stiff-armed his Negro High
before over 7.000 fans. Melrose Melrose took its toll on Trezeschools in Memphis Charlie
scoreless first quarAfter
a
G randerson ;
Eddie himself a capable performer The other guard will be het
way to paydirt. Charles Taylor
won in a breeze over under- vant in the second half. Time
and other private and public Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs. near the end of the 1966-67 down by Capt. Williams Megs
fine kicking and converted from placement
CBHS'
ter,
manned Trezevant, 33-6, nail- after time the Orange Mounschools holding charters.
began to pay Gowen overshadowed
Thomas Baker; and Joyce season. This gives him a slight a 5-11 junior from New Yor
ing down the Blue Division iders poured through to throw punt returning
Taylor
off in spades. Freeman tallied and Chapman as the speedy The school is planning an Glover, daughter of Mr. and edge over the 6-5 Carter, but City. He will be the playmakir
championship in the process. the Trezevant passers for
4
on a 12-yard run after the All-Memphis h a lfback
not enough to make him a sure and floor general.
Both play-offs were held at losses.
won induction ceremony for its Mrs. Flanning Glover.
Brothers started the drive just rushing honors
starter.
twelve
initial
members.
Willie
eajtualar
Taylor,
the
.
The
Mt.
Pisgah
School is lowith 120 yards.
Crump Stadium.
The second bad snap by the inside Washington territory on The "Golden Shoes" duo,
The chartered members of cated in the Cordova com- Coach Jerry Johnson is sold from Byhalia, Miss., wil Alm
who
MELROSE 33, TREZEVA.NT 6'Bears' center led to a third the 48. Robert Stockbridge
the Mt. Pisgah chapter and munity about two miles off the on sophomore Robinson, but he center, and Williams Ha
Melrose and Trezevant game, quarter touchdown by Melrose. split the uprights on the first picked up over 300 yards in their
parents are Fred and Germantown rd. Searcy C. is being impressed more and 8-6 junior from Louisville, .
victory
the
over
Hamilton,
played before only 1,720, was Putting the ball in play on the of three perfect boots.
Savannah
Atwater, son and Harris is the principal of the more by freshman Carter, is expected to start at the
held
to less than a 100
about as much of a mismatch Trezevant 10 after the miscue, A punt return by Freeman in were
daughter
of
Mr. and Mrs. fred school and Robert F. Turner, which means he will do lots of other forward post.
yards
between
them
by
a
tight
as the first encounter which Melrose used a fumble to score the waning minutes of the third
Atwater;
defense.
CBHS
Almeda
Niter, daugh- a teacher of Mathematics at observing and Linking before Two other freshmen imwas won by the Golden Wild- three plays later. On the third quarter with Warrior defenders
choosing one of them to start pressing Johnson are john
The
game
was
marred
ter
and
Mr.
by
of
Mrs. Robert the sch3ol, is the faculty spoilcats 39-10 in regular season carry
halfback
by
in the Dec. 1 home opener 6-5 forward, and Herb Carter,
Norris all around him set up the numerous
penalties which cost Niter; Linda Brittmon, daugh- sor wjth Mrs. Frnaces Highplay. Oddly enough, it didn't Chambers, the half pint back touchdown that spelled triumph
against Rust College of Holly 6-1 guard, both from liontgoltistart out as though the Bears bobbled the ball into the end for CBHS. The return was good the Brothers 95 yards and the ter of Mr. and Mrs. David tower and Walter Jones as Springs, Miss.
ery, Ala.
Wai-riors
82.
CBHS,
10-0,
puts
Murrell;
Bruce Branch, son of associate teachers.
would be trampled, drawing zone where the alert Truitt for 24 yards to the V.'ashington
first blood by marching 6'7 recovered for Melrose. Late in 46. With the Warriors looking its undefeated record on the
yards with the opening kick- the fourth quarter Richard for the explosive Gowen Dona- line against Melrose which is
off. Little Gene Burns climax- Tally dashed 10 yards for a boo ate up most of the yards 8-2. Washington ends its season
ed the drive by sneaking over touchdown to put the icing on with bull like rushes through with a 6-4 mark.
Catholic. a 57-7 victory over
from the one yard stripe.
the victory cake for the Golden the middle including the TD
McMinn County in the Apple
Melrose regrouped and tied Wildcats.
plunge of three yards.
Bowl last Friday night, is now
in line for a possible bid to
either the Blind Game or the
Blues Bowl.
In observance of American 1-3.
With both CBHS and Melrose Education Week, November 5- i Thursday night the
guest
out of the two bowls because 11, the Cummings Elementary I speaker was
Mrs. Lawrence
they will have played 11 games School and PTA launched a ;Coe,
member of the City Board
after the championship game, series of interesting and infor- of
Education, who brought
White Station, Treadwell and mative programs for the pua challenging speech to parents
Hamilton join
Catholic as pils, school community, and the and teachers.
On the stage
likely picks in the two charity public in generaL
with Mrs. Coe were visitors
games. Hamilton and White
Station in the Blues Bowl and In keeping with the general from Vietnam who spoke briefCatholic and Treadwell in the theme "How Good Are Your lY in English. A reception
Blind Game are good guesses. Schools" the observance start- followed at which time parents,
t
and guests enjoyed
However, no announcements ed Wednesday night, November teachers,
had been made over the past 7 with two Panel Discussions: fellowslupping together.
weekend.
Panel Discussion I had as its Open House was maintained
JACKIE ROBINSON
WILLIAM CARTER
the
week
and
members, parents and several throughout
interested members of the many parents visited their
community, and Panel Discus- children's classrooms to acsion II was made up of teachers tually see "How Good Are Our PHILADELPHIA
The!
of Cummings School repre- Schools?"
Opal suffer agony.In seconds gatrebel
Philadelphia
76ers
squad
was
Vat lasts with ORA-JEL. Speed-release
Mrs. Lilliam Langston is PTA
senting each level and each
bonnets
pirts it to work Incut to 10 players when rookie
of the special projects within president, Mrs. Bobbie Macklin
stantly to stop throbbing
Jim
Reid was sidelined with an toothache pain.so safe docis program chairman, and Mrs.
PHILADELPHIA —(UP!) — the school.
tors recommend- It for
Helen M. Hooks principal of injured knee. The 6-foot-6 Reid teething.
Jim Reid, 6-6 rookie with
•
Williams program direc Cummings Elementary School.
C.
A.
the Philadelphia 76ers of the
will remain here for diagnosis
ora
moderator
tor,
the
and
interest
National Basketball Associaand x-rays while the team plays
tion, has discovered he has was very keen throughout the
on the road.
an injured knee, although he evening.
can't remember injuring it. On Thursday, a program for NEW YORK OD =- A 17-memThe 76ers told Reid to remain the parents was given by the ber U. S. Olympic Alpine ski
Semi Boneless Whole
here during the
upcoming pupils with songs and skits team left for Europe to undergo'
CAN YOU USE
road trip for diagosis and expressing the pupils' answers final training for the 1968 Games'
TERMITES-ROACHES
X-rays. Doctors did not immed- to "How Good Are Your in Grenoble, France.
WATER BUGS-RATS
MORE
Schools?"
Robert D. Thomas, Team coach Bob Beattie,
iately know what was wrong
Wonted and Bonded
ov
Disc Jockey at WDIA, spoke men's coach Gordon Eaton and
with the knee.
CALA. US BEFORE YOU
The loss of Reid cut the to Grades 4-6 and Mrs. Sadie women's coach Chuck Ferries
EMBARRASSED
_
squad to 10, two men below H. Walker, a third grade teach- accompanied the team on the
CONViNIENT
the league limit.
er of Cummings spoke to Grade trip.
"WE
KILL TO LIVE"
LOCATIONS

A Math Club Charter

Two Magicians Battle
For Forward Position

Cummings Celebrates

During Education Week

SH
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20 II & UP
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TIP MUTT

% Pork LOW Lb.40

HAM

76ers Down To 10
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Alpine Team Gone

FRESH DELICIOUS

. PUMPKIN PIE
490

(

141. BITTER

!IMMO pkg.

"":..49c
290)
STUFFING

Bread

Loaf

EXTERMINATING CO:

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

LB.10C
FRESH SWEET

RESII FLORIDA

Oranges 3.4111$100

y*Fdttell
I1

CORN

5F0R3

As any other car on the market . • •
We appreciate your Business at

2 LOCATIONS

341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

ANN PAGE CORN OIL

NUTLEY

MARGARINE

MARGARINE

.

C1I- MBi

99°

5 1.:.99c

Peaches

ALUMINUM FOIL

18"x25'
HEAVY
'DUTY

Fon.

9

13-oz.

.1741
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OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
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the
greatest
gift
going

Traditional Old Crow
fifth. Gift wrapped.

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

1500 S. Lauderdale

FICE

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

MADISON CADILLAC
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1711 UAL STREET SA 4.5300
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ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

Ca

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sala
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS S SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
MONEY LOANED

COUPE DE VILLE
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CRISCO
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cCake Mix
Shortealog Say. 4C
Box

Wonder Foil

O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
_PIC FA 7-6033

526-8207
327-8451

Extra-Thrifty Groceries'
•

CALL

To see Vadillae frt 196W

elegance in action
It's as easy to own a
Vat/iliac
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" A REAL VALUE"
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76er Rookie Hit
By Injured Knee

Old Crow Traveler
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DEFENDER

Pao 11

LeMoyne Players Win
Applause For Comedy
LEMOYNE PLAYERS WIN the old cotton plantation and
If Memphis is handing out is loaded with lines that proany Oscars, they should go to duce tears as well as roaring
the LeMoyne Players who have laughter.
just completed a three-day Student actors in the play
run of -Purlie Victorious" in were superb with James Philthe college's Little Theatre.
lips starring as "Gitiow JudThe hilarious comedy, written son," Loretta Artry turning in
by well-known Ossie Davis, an excellent role as "Missy
played to near-capacity houses Judson" and John Holloway
Thursday and Friday nights handling in magnificent style
and on Saturday morning.
the tough role of "Purlie VicSuccess of the student-faculty torious Judson." Martha Hill
production is a credit to young stood out as "Lutiebelle GusJames Lee, new speech a, d sic Mae Jenkins" and Janice
drama director at the college. ,Jamerson won applause as
The play deals with life on "Idella Landy.-

1.W.HARPER
DEFENSIVE DRIVING is
the subject of some 200 billboards across the state of
Tennessee and is the result
of a joint effort of the
Tennessee Highway Patrol,
the Tennessee Jaycees and

outdoor advertising companies to reduce traffic
fatalities in the state. From
left are Safety Commissioner Greg O'Rear discussing
this program with THP
Capt, A. M. Lashlee, in car;

Jaycee External Vice President Eugene Ward, and FIRST WOMAN 'HONOR
Charles Pounds, Tennessee MAN' — PFC Dovough S.
Outdoor Advertising Asso- Brent receives a Certificate of
Commendation and plaque from
ciation president.

Join
'Woman Marine
Southern Bell Advertising Firms
THP In Traffic Project
Wins Top Honor
At Millington
Executive
S
Retires Dec.1
Holds Bazaar,
Raffles Turkey

Maj. J. R. Taylor, left, Course graduate in first place from
Officer; and MSgt. F. Donovan, the Marine Aviation Supply
Course Supervisor; after being Course.
the first Woman Marine to

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

Defensive driving posters will phis-Shelby C o u nty
be popping up all over the state Council.
Safety
as individual outdoor advertising companies join in the fight
Private First Class Dovough
against traffic fatalities.
S. Brent, 19, graduated as Honewing Club
In support of the Defensive
or "woman" last week at the
Driving Program sponsored by
p
2sliaetvianlg Air eSta:iiaorni,neafteArviactoirn
onthe Tennessee Jaycees and the
Tennessee
Highway
Patrol,
I Supply Course over 23 other
these companies have donated
Marines.
200 billboards throughout the
PFC
Brent finished
the
state to urge motorists to practice defensive driving.
The Stitch and Chat Sewing course with a 90.32 average and
In announcing the 100 percent club held its annual Bazaar claimed the title of the first
participation in the area cov- last Saturday at ..the home of Woman Marine ever to top the
ered by the Program, Charles Mrs. Edna Gillard of 1060 class..
Pounds, of Foust-Pounds Pos- Cummings St., and needlecraft
Along with the Certificate of
ter Advertising Company in of all kinds were sold, along Commendation and plaque that I
Jackson and Tennessee Out- with nlate lunches. A drawing she received, she will be '
door Advertising Association was also made for a turkey and meritoriously promoted to the
President, said, It is a pleasure a fruit cake.
rank of Lance Corporal.
for us to participate in this
The 9/
1
2 week curriculum
Plans
for
the
was
the
affair
worthwhile program."
main topic when the members included basic typing, introducThe Highway Patrol and held a meeting on Sunday, tion to aviation supply and adJaycees began sponsoring South- Nov.
5, at the home of the ministrative procedures, maBell Telephone
Comern
president, Mrs. Lula Joe Gib- terial identification and publipany's Defensive briving Procations, Marine aircraft group
gram earlier this year to re- son at 823 S. Parkway.
supply department procedures,
duce the number of traffic The hostess box was won by
accidents on Tennessee high- Mrs. Yarbrough, and birthday and Marine aviation supply
ways. The six-hour course is gifts and a purse presented to in action.
conducted by the Jaycees Mrs. Eva Hill and Mrs. Edna PFC Brent is presently unthrough local civic, business, Gillard. Mrs. Gillard served a der orders to report to Marine
social and educational groups. turkey dinner at the end of the Corps Base, Quantico, Va.,
BEN 0. HARMON
The course is sponsored in meeting, with all of the trim- for duty in Marine aviation
supply.
Ben 0. Harmon, Tennessee the Memphis area by the Mem- mings.
general accounting manager
401191
for Southern Bell Telephone
Company, will retire December

During his 38-year telephone
career, Harmon has held pos1:1
tons in five of Southern Be
nine states. He started as a
student in the general introductory training course in Atlanta in 1929.

Will Honor
The McKinneys
Members of the Pleasant
Green Baptist church at 1251
Nicholas will honor the pastor
and wife, Rev. and Mrs. E. L.
McKinney, on their eighth
anniversary during services to
be held there Nov 20-26.
The guest speaker on Sunday afternoon, Nov. 26, at 3
p.m. wIl be Rev. A. D. Smith,
pastor of Truelight Baptist
church.
Other guests for the service
will be members of the congregations of Truelight, Bush
Grove and Adelaide Baptist
churches. The public is invited.
Mrs. L. Lovelace is chairman ,
of the anniversary observance
and Mrs L. Weakley co-chairman.
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EAST 5014 POPLAR

2
5

At Mender

MIDTOWN 1620 mADISON
MORTON'S

5

MEAT PIES
Beef, Chicken, Turley

LIBBY'S
ALASKA PINK

SALMON

For
19

80z.
HERSHEY'S INSTANT

160z. 111941.
Can

COCOA
MIX

69
MAYONNAISE
BREAD
190 2L:rrQnit
KRAUT
25 270
BLUE PLATE

FRED MONTESI

PULLMAN LOAF
3 Limit

A native of Alabama, Harmon received his bachelor of
science degree in commerce
and
administration
business
from the University of Alabama.
He is a member of the Financial Executive Institute and the
Nashville Chamber of Commerce.

Pleasant Green

POOOS • ST11114111 ILIITNOO BOURDON VI5I555 • © I.M. MIMI *STILLING CO, LOUISVILLE.

21b. pkg

Before being appointed General Accounting Manager in
1949, he held various positions
in Atlanta, Ga., Charlotte, N. C.,
Louisville, Ky., Columbia, S. C.,I
and Nashville.

He and Mrs. Harmon, the
former Dorothy Brown Cates
of Atlanta, plan to move to
Mount Dora, Florida. upon his
retirement.

The only Bourbon
enjoyed in
110 countries!

24 Oz.

SWIFT'S

WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

LIBBY'S

•

CHILIBEANS

15 1/2 Oz.

GREAT GRAIN
LEATHERS ...

Can

2 Limiçtt.

BLUE PLATE

GRAPEL,JELLY18o, 190

WITH SLICK SMOOTH
TRIM THAT LOOKS
LIKE A LOT
MORE SHOE
THAN PRICE!

White Cloud

Bathroom2 Roll
Tissue
pkg.
or

FACIAL TISSUE
200ct. 2 ply

mit

3 Limit

SLICED

BACON

10"

lflt

WITH COUPON

MONTESI

FRED

I.

KING COTTON BACON

SLICED
BACON

Keg. 534 Lb. Pkg.

or
• Lb.5
FRED MONTESI BACON

or risletes Beef Bacon

Rog. 490 Lb. Pkg.

Lb. I
12 oz. Pkg 254 - Reg.(73t)
Wise, coupon cod St.(*) additional purciloso, •aciudIng
valve ttil coupon initrekondis• (hash
pteducta and
tobacco oleo •acludad in complionc• with stets law).
On• coupon per family. Coupon impious Wednesday, Noon,
NOV. 29, Anti•fr•ez• also •itcludod In coupon redompticm.

F R,ED

MONTESI

AT THE RIKIULAR
PRICE THESE ARE

'DEL-MONTE

TUNA.

MARVELOUS VALUES...

DOWNTOWN
STORE
8 S. MAIN ST.

Light Meat Chunk

.2.Limit

BASH BAURIAN

23c

6/
1 2 - Oz.
can'

c

BEER

$103

12 Oz. Cars
3 Limit

Carton of 6
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CLASSES FOR THE BLIND AND PARTIALLY SIGHTED

THE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM

Classes For The Blind and Partially Sighted are held at Porter School where students are toughs to
type and read and write in braille and are taught skills that will be useful' to them in everyday life.

The Adult Education Program has two specialized seetfens. One of Which is the class
for the bl ind. These students ore being taught braille*• very abl• instructor. Mr. Lev
Williams (center).

I
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AT GEORGIA AVENUE SCHOOL
(Above) Another of the specialized classes Is the English class for
the foreign born. This class has on unusual international flair that
makes classes more interesting.

At Georgia Avenue School these ladies study math, reading and ether basic courses. Teachers feel adult students are for more motivated then younger students, because it is the adult students choice
to return to school.

ilimillik.
There are many people in our comma:III
ty who dropp•dout of school in their primary or secondary years. There ore 86 thou.
sand citizens in Memphis who ore 25 yews
of age and above that have not finished the
8th grade. There Ore 97 thousand citizens
who haven't gotten a high school diploma.
Many of these adults wish to finish their
education, but are ashamed of their educotionai deficiency, or don't have the time.
The Adult Education Program is wrong.
ed so that most people can take port in it.
Those adults needing the services of this
program should go to one of the Thirteen
centers in the city between the hotirs of 6.
and 9 P.M. on Tuesday or Thursday. The
students we sought all ba sici•lementary
courses.
.
Mr. Welch, head of the Adult Education
Program Is Memphis, said in a recent interview, "Thar* is nothing to be ashamed of.
It is a real pleasant situation and students
ore very much relaxed and at horn.."
"The purpose of the program." Mr.
Welch said "is to set up classes for people
who haven't completed their 8th grade education. Our plan is to get them prepared to
pass the GRE (General Education Development Test). If that person makes a h i git
enough score, Ise will redeye a certificate
indicating that he has an equivalent of a
high school education.
There are else adult classes for the
blind and partially sighted people. In these
classes students leant skills that will aid
them ho everyday life,
eThere are else classes for the foreign
her.. In these classes, people from foreign
countries who have -problems with the English language are taught to speak English.
The schools which hove the adult Education Program are, Oakhoven High 3125
Lodbrook Rd.; Treadwell High 920, N. Highland; Bellevue Junior High 575 S.Bellevue;
Frays*? High 1530 Bellwood Ave.; Melrose
High, 843 Dallas St.; Corry Junior High.
2230 Corry Rd.; Porter Junior High, 620
South Lauderdale Street; Lincoln 667 Richmond; Hamilton High 1478 Wilson St.
Lester High School 2946 Mimosa Ave; Carver 1591, Ponnsylvannia; Manctssa• High
781 Firestone Blvd.; Humes High School 659
H. Manassas. Douglas High School 3200 Mt.
40
4ilive Rd. and Georgia Avenue Elementary
690 Mississippi Blvd.
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